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Abstract

A Single-molecule Approach to Study Multimeric Molecular Motors and
Optimal Thermodynamic Length

By

Sara Tafoya

Doctor of Philosophy in Biophysics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Carlos J. Bustamante, Chair

Single molecule techniques are uniquely informative for kinetic processes.
As a result, in recent years they have become the methods of choice to in-

terrogate many complex biomolecular systems (Bustamante & Tafoya 2017).
During my PhD, I used optical tweezers, a technique for single-molecule ma-
nipulation, to study various biological processes.

First, I revisited the high internal pressure built inside the viral capsid
of the bacteriophage φ29 during genome encapsidation (Liu et al. 2014b).
During assembly of double-stranded DNA bacteriophages, the viral genome
is encapsidated by a DNA packaging motor. High internal pressure builds up
inside the viral capsid as a result of entropic and electrostatic repulsive forces
resulting from DNA confinement. Previous single-molecule studies have de-
termined the value of the internal pressure to be as high as 110 pN towards
the end of DNA packaging. However, this value seemed overly high based
on theoretical calculations. Using higher resolution data than in previous
studies, my colleagues and I showed that the internal pressure reaches ∼ 20
± 7 pN at 100% capsid filling, which is in better agreement with previous
theoretical models.

Second, I determined the molecular mechanism for inter-subunit coor-
dination in a viral ring ATPase. Subunits in multimeric ring motors must
coordinate their enzymatic activity to perform their function (Tafoya et al.
2017). The bacteriophage φ29 DNA packaging motor is a pentameric ring
ATPase whose subunits have been shown to operate in a highly coordinated
manner. Therefore, this system is ideal to investigate how global subunit
coordination can arise from stochastic processes and local molecular inter-
actions. Using single-molecule optical tweezers and targeted mutagenesis,
I showed that coordination arises from inter-subunit enzymatic regulation.
The subunits use their arginine finger to promote nucleotide exchange and
to activate ATP hydrolysis in their neighbors. These regulatory processes
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display similar features to those observed in small GTPases.
Third, in light of what I learned about the φ29 DNA packaging motor’s

operation, I reviewed various mechanisms of small GTPase-like regulation
in different motor proteins (Tafoya & Bustamante 2017). In particular, I
highlighted the fact that all these mechanisms share a general feature: the
motor’s function is controlled by stimulation or repression of its ATPase ac-
tivity, which is regulated allosterically by different factors.

Finally, I tested a prediction from fluctuation theorems to minimize the
thermodynamic length in a process out of equilibrium (Tafoya et al. 2017b).
Genome encapsidation by the φ29 DNA packaging motor is only an example
of the multiple non-equilibrium processes occurring in the cell. In fact, to
maintain their organization, biological systems must operate far from equi-
librium, continuously utilizing and dissipating energy. Non-equilibrium the-
ory is underdeveloped, but recent work has approximated the excess work
in processes out of equilibrium. I tested this theory’s predictions performing
pulling experiments on a DNA hairpin. I found that the predicted minimum-
dissipation protocols indeed require significantly less work than naive ones
across a wide span of driving velocities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Single-molecule Methods

Structure and function are the two faces of the biological coin; out of the
fundamental tendency of matter to self-organize, the mechanism of evo-

lution sculpts the structure to fulfill the function. Biologists have made an
enormous effort to uncover the structures of proteins, nucleic acids, and their
complexes, with the ultimate hope of understanding their function. Indeed,
few advances in biology have been more impressive than those of the meth-
ods of structural determination—X-ray crystallography and NMR—during
the last four decades. Because of these efforts, the Protein Data Bank con-
tains today more than 100,000 proteins whose structures are represented at
atomic or near-atomic resolution. In many cases, the structure itself pro-
vides sufficient hints as to its function, but more often than not such insight
is not enough. Function directs not only the structure of the basic parts, but
their interaction in larger and more complex molecular organizations and the
structures can at best provide only a static picture.

In contrast, methods to follow the dynamics of these structures have devel-
oped comparatively more slowly. The reason can be traced to the nature
of dynamics itself in molecular systems. The molecule is an open thermo-
dynamic system that can exchange energy and matter with a large thermal
bath kept at a temperature T. Each degree of freedom of the molecule can
exchange energy with this bath. This constant exchange of energy, in turn,
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is responsible for inducing transitions across energy barriers that appear as
fluctuations. Furthermore, any kinetic process involved is stochastic. Each
step in a reaction has a different rate; each intermediate species has a dif-
ferent lifetime. For each single kinetic step, the lifetimes of each species are
distributed exponentially and can take any given value in an unpredictable
way. Thus, signals in molecular processes are small, rapidly varying and
highly fluctuating magnitudes. How can we best capture this information?

Biochemical methods are robust because the instantaneously measured sig-
nals are proportional to the number of molecules present. However, the
averaged bulk signal provides little or no information about rare states and
fluctuations. In contrast, fluctuations of the signal can be easily captured in
single-molecule experiments, and tiny signals can now be measured by highly
specialized instrumentation. Because single-molecule techniques are uniquely
informative for kinetic processes, over the last two decades they have often
become the methods of choice to interrogate many complex biomolecular sys-
tems.

During my PhD, I took advantage of the power of one of these techniques:
single-molecule manipulation with optical tweezers, to obtain kinetic infor-
mation regarding various molecular processes. Particularly, I focused my
efforts to study the operation of a multimeric ring-shaped ATPase that en-
capsidates the genome of the bacteriophage φ29, and to determine energy
dissipation in non-equilibrium DNA hairpin unfolding/refolding experiments.
The results that I present here illustrate the type of information that can be
obtained using single-molecule manipulation in the study of biomolecular
processes.

1.2 Ring ATPases

A variety of essential biological processes, such as ATP production, pro-
tein degradation, membrane remodeling and cell division, are carried out by
proteins belonging to the Additional Strand Conserved GlutamatE (ASCE)
clade (Hanson & Whiteheart 2005). To perform their biological task, these
proteins transform the energy released in the hydrolysis of nucleotide triphos-
phates (NTPs) into mechanical work (Figure 1.1A and 1.1B). Members of
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the ASCE clade share a common fold that includes two conserved NTP bind-
ing motifs, known as Walker A (W-A, G/A-xxxx-GK-T/S, where x is any
residue) and Walker B (W-B, zzzzDE, where z is any hydrophobic residue)
motifs, an additional β-strand that lies in between the two binding motifs,
and the presence of a conserved acidic residue that lies in the W-B motif
(Erzberger & Berger 2006) (Figure 1.1C).

Figure 1.1: ASCE proteins share a common catalytic fold.
a) Schematic representation of an ASCE protein binding ATP, hydrolyzing the nucleotide
and releasing the products of the reaction: ADP and Pi.
b) Many ASCE proteins transform chemical energy into mechanical work.
c) Schematic of the super-secondary structure of ASCE protein’s catalytic core.
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The clade divides into two superfamilies (Erzberger & Berger 2006): the
RecA-like family, which includes close structural relatives of RecA, a pro-
tein involved in homologous recombination, and the family of ATPases with
Additional cellular Activities (AAA+), which includes proteins involved in
DNA strand separation, such as SV40 and E1 helicases, and protein degra-
dation such as ClpX, among many others. Most ASCE NTPases utilize ATP
and are active only as oligomeric assemblies in which pairs of adjacent sub-
units form the catalytic pockets. The oligomeric assemblies form ring-shaped
structures (referred later as ring ATPases or ring motors) which are typically
pentamers, hexamers or heptamers, although tetramers have been reported
as well (Maluf et al. 2006). The orientation and distance of the conserved
ASCE fold relative to the central axis of the ring-shaped structure varies from
one protein type to another. However, the spatial position of the nucleotide-
interacting residues is highly conserved among all members of the clade. The
remarkable functional diversity across all members of the ASCE clade can
be rationalized by the presence of a variety of factors and accessory domains
associated to each protein type. Moreover, the multiple subunits are known
to coordinate their enzymatic activity in schemes that are thought to have
arisen to optimize the biological function of the oligomeric protein (Abbon-
danzieri & Zhuang 2009).

The scheme of coordination in a ring ATPase refers more specifically to the
different nucleotide states of the individual subunits across the chemical cy-
cle of the oligomeric complex (Figure 1.2). Some schemes of coordination
previously reported are: i) Concerted, in which all the subunits simultane-
ously bind ATP, hydrolyze ATP and release ADP, i.e. at any given time the
subunits mirror each other, ii) Sequential, in which the different nucleotide
states, ATP-bound, ADP-bound and Apo (empty pocket) states are followed
by each other spatially and temporarily, iii) Semi-stochastic, in which there
is little or no apparent correlation between the nucleotide state of one sub-
unit and its neighbor, and iv) Bi-phasic, in which a sequential scheme of
coordination is partially combined with a concerted scheme, such that the
nucleotide states are segregated in two phases. In the first phase, all subunits
are in the ADP-bound subunit. The subunits turn to the ATP bound state,
one by one and in a sequential manner until all of them are ATP-bound.
Then, in the second phase, the ATP-bound subunits turn to the ADP-bound
state sequentially by hydrolyzing ATP and releasing phosphate, one subunit
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at a time and in a sequential manner.

Figure 1.2: Coordination schemes in ring ATPases.

As evidenced by the schemes of coordination just described (see also Fig-
ure 1.2), the ATPase subunits must rely on a mechanism to communicate
their nucleotide state to their neighbors, and therefore, they require struc-
tural elements that mediate such process at the molecular level. Structural
studies of ring ATPases have provided detailed information regarding the
molecular interactions at the interface between two adjacent subunits. From
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these structural studies, it is known that the binding pocket of a given sub-
unit is completed by residues contributed by their neighbor. Among those
contributed residues, a highly-conserved arginine, commonly known as the
arginine finger, is the best candidate to mediate inter-subunit communica-
tion (Ogura et al. 2004). Different roles have been assigned to the arginine
finger in various biological systems. Biochemical studies have shown that
the highly conserved arginine is a trans-acting residue that is necessary for
ATP hydrolysis. Structural studies show that in many biological systems the
guanidinium group forms hydrogen bonds with the γ and β phosphates of
the nucleotide (distances typically ∼ 2.6 - 3.1 Å) in the presence of ATP or
nucleotide analogs mimicking the hydrolysis transition state (Wendler et al.
2012). Thus, the hydrogen bonds established by the arginine are thought
to polarize the negative charge of the phosphate groups, and facilitate the
nucleophilic attack required for the hydrolysis reaction. Thus, these obser-
vations support a trans-acting role of the arginine to stabilize the hydrolysis
transition state. However, roles other than catalysis have also been suggested
for the arginine finger.
Structural studies have also shown that in the presence of ADP, the argi-
nine finger often interacts with other residues far away from the nucleotide
(distances from the nearest phosphate ∼ 4.7 to 9.7 Å) (Wendler et al. 2012).
In those cases, a superposition of the ATP-bound and ADP-bound states of
the nucleotide binding pocket, reveals that the change in nucleotide state is
also accompanied by significant conformational changes that propagate to
distant elements in the two adjacent subunits. Such observations suggest
that the arginine finger might be part of an allosteric sensor that couples a
change in nucleotide state to a change in conformation (Chen et al. 2010).
Additionally, mutagenesis studies have shown that in some biological systems
arginine finger mutant subunits have reduced nucleotide affinity or cannot
bind the nucleotide. In some extreme cases, these mutant subunits cannot
form oligomers (Wendler et al. 2012). Based on those observations it has
been proposed that the role of the arginine finger is to modulate nucleotide
affinity and to promote the subunits’ oligomerization.

Although these studies have provided valuable information regarding the
role of the arginine finger in local communication between two adjacent sub-
units, how global coordination around the ring is attained, and how different
schemes of coordination arise from elementary stochastic processes remains
unknown. A more comprehensive understanding requires information regard-
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ing the transition between nucleotide states, and whether the arginine finger
plays different roles at different stages of the motor’s cycle. Given that the
dynamics of the protein would be averaged using ensemble methods, this
information is not accessible through bulk studies. Molecular dynamic simu-
lations are a powerful tool for studying the protein dynamics. For instance,
a simulation of ATP unbinding from F1-ATP synthase provides a temporal
map of the residues interacting with the nucleotide as it leaves the binding
pocket (Antes et al. 2003). Interestingly, the arginine finger forms one of the
strongest and lasting (last-to-break) hydrogen bonds with the γ phosphate of
ATP. The reverse order of those molecular interactions could provide infor-
mation regarding the process of ATP binding in F1-ATPase, the ring ATPase
that catalyzes the reverse reaction. In that case, the map of interactions from
the dynamic simulation would suggest that, during ATP binding, one of the
earliest and strongest hydrogen bonds is established between the arginine
finger and the γ phosphate of ATP. However, even if those conclusions turn
out to be sensitive, we are still far from being able to understand global
inter-subunit coordination using molecular dynamic simulations; the current
computational power only enables simulations of processes taking place in the
µs timescale in small proteins (e.g. 15 kDa), or fast processes (e.g. 15 ns)
for large molecular complexes (few MDa). This is still far from the required
computational power to recapitulate the coordination of all the subunits in
the ring ATPase (few MDa) throughout the chemical cycle (in the order of
100 ms).

Optical tweezers are a powerful tool to manipulate single molecules and to
track their mechanical operation with high spatial and temporal resolution
(Bustamante et al. 2014). The experimental setup allows to naturally follow
the trajectory of proteins as they displace over their substrate, as is the case
of motors that participate in intracellular transport (e.g. Kinesin and Dynein
proteins), or as they translocate their substrate, as is the case of DNA and
peptide translocases (e. g. SpoIIIE and ClpXP). In particular, the DNA
packaging motor of the bacteriophage φ29 is an extremely well-suited system
to investigate the operation and inter-subunit coordination of ring ATPases
using optical tweezers for various reasons. First, being a component of one
of the smallest bacteriophages ever reported, the number of components nec-
essary to have a fully reconstituted system in vitro is minimal compared to
other ring ATPases from bacteria and eukaryotic cells that require additional
factors or the interaction with various proteins in the cell (Anderson et al.
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1966). Second, unlike other viral ring motors, the packaging trajectories of
the φ29 DNA packaging motor display enough signal-to-noise ratio that we
can easily resolve individual motor cycles, each trajectory containing thou-
sands of those events (Liu et al. 2014). Finally, the DNA packaging motor
is among the most coordinated ring ATPases reported to date, displaying
multiple layers of coordination and regulation (Chistol et al. 2012). Since
the motor’s mechano-chemical cycle has been extensively characterized, and
all the chemical transitions have been located within the cycle, it provides
a particularly well-suited experimental platform to dissect the physical basis
that enable precise subunit coordination.

1.3 Viral Packaging Motors

The φ29 bacteriophage has a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) genome.
Double-stranded DNA bacteriophages and some human pathogens, such as
herpes virus and adenovirus, encapsidate one copy of their viral genome into
a pre-formed protein shell during replication (Casjens 2011). This process
of genome encapsidation has a high energy cost, which includes the associ-
ated energy to bend dsDNA, which is a relatively stiff polymer, the entropic
penalty resulting from polymer confinement, and the energy necessary to
overcome the large electrostatic repulsive forces that result from confining
the negative charges of the DNA backbone. In the case of the bacteriophage
φ29, its 19.3 kb genome (∼ 6.3 µM) must be confined to near crystalline
density inside a small protein capsid whose dimensions—54 nm × 45 nm
(Anderson et al. 1966)—are similar to the reported persistence length of the
dsDNA (∼ 50 nm). Consequently, genome encapsidation is carried out by
one of the most powerful nano-machines reported to date, capable of exerting
large forces (> 60 pN) to overcome the high internal pressures that build as
the capsid fills up.

The DNA packaging motor of the bacteriophage φ29 has three components
(Morais 2012): the connector, the prohead RNA (pRNA) and the ring AT-
Pase (Figure 1.3). The connector is a dodecameric complex of gp10 (gene
product 10) that sits at the portal vertex of the icosahedral prolate (elon-
gated) viral capsid. The DNA is thread through the pore of the connec-
tor, a channel that has multiple loops exposed containing positively charged
residues, which are thought to interact with the DNA phosphate backbone.
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Figure 1.3: Three-dimensional reconstruction of the φ29 DNA packaging motor.
The particle is shown in a cutaway view to facilitate visualization. The capsid is shown in
grey, the connector in green, the pRNA in magenta, and the ATPase in blue. The dsDNA
was shown as spheres. Adapted from (Morais 2012).

The connector has been shown to work as a one-way valve that allows move-
ment of the DNA towards the inside of the capsid but not towards the out-
side. The mechanism by which this process takes place is not well under-
stood. However, a recent cryo-EM reconstruction of the mature virion shows
that once the DNA is packaged, the highly-pressurized head is sealed by a
toroidal (donut) shape structure made of DNA and located at the exit of the
connector pore, thus, clogging the exit. The pRNA is a ring-shaped RNA
structure formed via intermolecular base-pairing interactions by 5 identical
copies of a 174 nt transcript (Harjes et al. 2012). The pRNA assembles onto
the capsid by interacting specifically with the five-fold symmetric capsid, and
protrudes away 5 arms or superhelices that serve as a scaffold to bind the
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ATPase subunits and facilitate their assembly into another ring structure. A
120 nt transcript lacking the 54 nt 3’ domain II is fully competent for DNA
packaging and phage assembly, but lacks directionality to package the left
hand of the genome first, as it occurs with the full 174 nt transcript. The
ring ATPase sits just below the portal vertex of the capsid and feeds the
DNA into the connector channel. It is comprised of five identical gp16 (gene
product 16) subunits. Out of the three components of the motor, this is the
only one with ATPase activity.

Unlike the connector and the ring ATPase, which are conserved across all
DNA packaging motors, the pRNA is found only in φ29-like bacteriophages,
such as φ15, M2, B103, BS32, Nf and PZA, which infect bacilus subtilis and
related species. Other bacteriophages, such as T4 and λ (which infect E.
coli), have evolved larger ATPase subunits that comprise the large termi-
nase, a ring-shaped structure that is thought to have incorporated together
the role of the ring ATPase and the pRNA. The large terminase subunits also
have nuclease activity to cut the concatemeric viral DNA after one full copy
of the genome has been encapsidated in the phage head. The viral DNA of
φ29-like phages is replicated into individual genome units, and their ATPase
subunits do not possess nuclease activity. The packaging rates of T4 and λ
ring motors are faster relative to φ29 (770 ± 300 bp/s and 590 ± 118 bp/s vs
145 ± 15 bp/s, respectively) (Chemla & Smith 2012). These rates seem to
scale to finalize genome packaging (genome sizes are 171 kb and 48.5 kb for
T4 and λ, respectively) within a limited window of time ∼ 2-5 minutes and
complete the infection cycle in 20-30 minutes. Because of the fast packaging
rates of T4 and λ ring motors, with the current technologies it is not pos-
sible to resolve the individual translocation events by the packaging motors
of these phages. In contrast, at the relatively slow packaging rate of the φ29
packaging motor, multiple translocation events can be observed using high-
resolution optical tweezers.

1.4 The φ29 DNA Packaging Motor

In early single-molecule studies of the φ29 DNA packaging motor (Moffitt
et al. 2009), it was found that this molecular machine operates using a two-
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phase cycle: a “dwell” phase during which the DNA remains stationary, fol-
lowed by a “burst” phase during which 10 base-pairs (bp) of DNA are rapidly
translocated into the head (Figure 1.4A). This observation immediately sug-
gested a model in which each burst is composed of five 2 bp translocation
sub-steps, one sub-step per subunit. This mechanism would be consistent
with the number of base pairs (two) packaged per hydrolyzed ATP derived
from bulk experiments. Surprisingly, packaging trajectories obtained subse-
quently with high-resolution optical tweezers, revealed that the “burst” was
comprised actually of four 2.5 bp sub-steps (Figure 1.4B). This observation
indicated that one of the subunit does not have a mechanical role, a result
completely inaccessible through ensemble measurements. In this same study,
the authors showed that decreasing the concentration of ATP lengthened
the dwells, indicating that nucleotide binding takes place during this phase
of the cycle. It had been previously shown (Chemla et al. 2005) that the
only chemical transition capable of supporting the work done by the motor
near its stall force (∼ 57 pN) is the release of inorganic phosphate after ATP
hydrolysis.

In a later study (Chistol et al. 2012), the authors used non-hydrolyzable
nucleotide analogs (ATPγS and AMP-PNP) to stop the motor at specific
chemical transitions of the catalytic cycle. They were able to show that ATP
binding and ADP release occur in an interlaced manner during the dwell
phase, while ATP hydrolysis and Pi release occur in the burst phase (Fig-
ure 1.4D). Moreover, ATP hydrolysis and Pi release are also interlaced, with
the release of inorganic phosphate coupled to DNA movement (the power
stroke). Furthermore, this study provided insight into the role of the non-
translocating subunit. Experiments in which one subunit was temporarily
inactivated by binding to the non-hydrolyzable analog, ATPγS, showed that
the non-translocating subunit must hydrolyze ATP to fulfill a critical regu-
latory role in the dwell-burst cycle (Figure 1.4D). Thus, this study resolved
the apparent contradiction between single molecule and bulk studies on the
number of base pairs packaged per hydrolyzed ATP: four are used to per-
formed a mechanical task and one to perform a regulatory one.

At this point, however, the origin of symmetry breaking among motor sub-
units remained unknown. In a previous single-molecule study, the packaging
motor was challenged to translocate a variety of modified DNA substrates
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Figure 1.4: Results from previous single-molecule studies of the φ29 DNA pack-
aging motor.
a) (Top) Single-molecule experimental geometry and (Bottom) experimental data and
schematic representation.
b) (Left) Representative packaging traces collected with external loads of 40 pN at satu-
rating [ATP]. Data in light grey are plotted at 1.25 kHz whereas data in color are boxcar-
filtered and decimated to 100 Hz. (Right) Average pairwise distribution of packaging
traces. Adapted from (Moffitt et al. 2009).
c) Relative importance of the motor-DNA contacts. Units reflect the distance at which
the transversal probability of the packaging motor in a given DNA construct drops to 50%.
Adapted from (Aathavan et al. 2009).
d) Model of the mechano-chemical cycle indicating the location of all chemical transitions
in the regulatory and translocating subunits, as well as DNA rotation. Adapted from
(Chistol et al. 2012).

(Aathavan et al. 2009). These experiments helped to determine the nature of
the motor-DNA interactions throughout the mechano-chemical cycle (Figure
1.4C). During packaging, the motor makes specific electrostatic contacts ev-
ery 10 bp with a pair or phosphates in the DNA backbone during the dwell.
In contrast, the motor makes mostly nonspecific, steric contacts to propel
the DNA during the four power strokes of the burst phase. In view of these
results, Chistol et al. proposed in their study a model in which the subunit
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that makes these specific contacts is the non-translocating subunit and that
the binding to the DNA phosphate is the event that confers it its regulatory
role (Figure 1.4D). However, a question that remained unanswered is: how
does the motor deal with the difference between the 10-bp motor burst size
and the 10.4-bp DNA helical pitch?

In a later study (Liu et al. 2014b), the authors developed a ‘rotor bead’ as-
say capable of measuring the three-dimensional trajectory of DNA during
packaging. These experiments provided the first experimental demonstra-
tion that the motor rotates the DNA as it packages it. To answer whether
rotation is dependent on DNA organization inside the capsid, the authors
used “trepanated” proheads (wherein the DNA does not accumulate due to
the perforation of the proheads). Significantly, in experiments performed
with “trepanated” proheads, the DNA was still observed to rotate by about
-1.5◦/bp, indicating that rotation is intrinsic to the motor mechanism. This
figure accounts for the mismatch between the 10 bp burst and the 10.4 bp
DNA helical pitch, as it is the exact amount of rotation (∼ 15 degrees in 10
bp) necessary for the same subunit to contact the DNA phosphates ever 10
bps and to retain its regulatory role over consecutive cycles (Figure 1.4D).
Furthermore, it was long known that packaging slows down as the head fills
with DNA as the internal pressure opposing the motor increases. However,
the mechanism by which head filling regulates motor velocity was unclear.
Therefore, Liu et al. also examined φ29 packaging dynamics at different
stages of head filling and found that multiple aspects of the motor’s mechano-
chemical cycle are altered in the process (see also Chapter 2). First, the motor
displays long-lived pauses. Second, the motor burst size is reduced from 10
bp to 9 bp, yet still taking four steps per burst. Remarkably, the decrease in
the burst size observed with head filling is accompanied by a corresponding
increase in the magnitude of DNA rotation in the precise amount needed for
the regulatory subunit to engage the DNA phosphate and retain its identity
at the end of each burst. In other words, DNA rotation changes to preserve
the coordination between the regulatory and translocating subunits.

The results described above evidence the importance of the motor’s inter-
subunit coordination to complete its biological task, and invite an obvious
question: how does such coordination emerge from stochastic, elementary
molecular interactions? During my PhD, I performed a series of single-
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molecule experiments to identify the structural elements and interactions
that enable this coordination. In particular, I studied extensively the highly-
conserved trans-acting arginine residue that is thought to mediate commu-
nication between two adjacent subunits in other ring ATPases. The goal
of those experiments was to understand the role of this trans-acting residue
in establishing global inter-subunit coordination from local interactions (see
Chapter 3).

1.5 Non-equilibrium Processes in Biology

Genome encapsidation by the φ29 DNA packaging motor is an example of
the multiple non-equilibrium processes occurring in the cell. In fact, to main-
tain their organization, biological systems must operate far from equilibrium
(Schrödinger 1992), continuously utilizing and dissipating energy. Presum-
ably, however, they must also avoid the unnecessary waste of energy. Re-
cent studies have revealed that molecular machines, e.g. F1 ATPase, sev-
eral Kinesin and Myosin systems (Yasuda et al. 1998, Howard 2001), etc.,
are extremely efficient thermodynamically when compared to their macro-
scopic counterparts. There are also tantalizing hints of machines displaying
non-equilibrium energetic efficiency (Liu et al. 2014b, Berndsen et al. 2014).
However, the principles that govern non-equilibrium efficiency are not well
understood, and there exists today no generally accepted metrics to quantify
efficiency of systems operating far from equilibrium (Brown & Sivak 2017).

Reversible heat engines operating according to the Carnot cycle do not dissi-
pate energy; their energetic efficiency is limited only by the entropy increase
of the surroundings associated with the transfer of heat from a hot to a cold
reservoir. The extra nonequilibrium energy cost associated with a process
carried out at a finite rate further reduces its efficiency (Callen 2014). This
is the case for biological machines that must operate under the time con-
straint of the cell cycle. For instance, as I discussed before, the viral genome
of dsDNA bacteriophages must be encapsidated within 2-5 min. Similarly,
the 4.6 × 106 base pairs of DNA in E. coli must be replicated in about 40
minutes (Alberts 2002), while during sporulation in B. subtilis, the DNA
translocase SpoIIIE, localized at the asymmetric septum between mother
cell and pre-spore, must transfer between them two thirds of the 4.2 × 106
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base pairs of DNA in only 15 minutes (Grainge 2008).

Finite-time operation by these machines involves energy dissipation and extra
work. The parameter that governs the near-equilibrium dissipation during a
finite rate process is the friction coefficient. Recently, an approximate frame-
work to quantify this (in general intractable) thermodynamic quantity (Sivak
& Crooks 2012) has been proposed. These ideas have been explored theoret-
ically and numerically (Zulkowski et al. 2012, 2013, Zulkowski & DeWeese
2014, Bonanca & Deffner 2014, Zulkowski & DeWeese 2015b,a, Rotskoff &
Crooks 2015, Sivak & Crooks 2016, Rotskoff et al. 2017), but experimental
tests were still missing. During my PhD, I performed the first test of these
theoretical predictions using the mechanical unfolding and refolding of single
DNA hairpins (see Chapter 5).
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Chapter 2

High Internal Pressure in the
Capsid of Bacteriophage φ29

2.1 Summary

During assembly of double-stranded DNA bacteriophages, the viral genome
must be encapsidated by a DNA packaging motor. High internal pres-

sure builds up inside the viral capsid as a result of entropic and electrostatic
repulsive forces. Previous single-molecule studies have determined the value
of the internal force resisting DNA confinement to be as high as 110 pN
towards the end of genome encapsidation. However, previous theoretical es-
timations could not account for such high internal pressure. In this chapter,
I revisit this value using single-molecule experiments. Using higher resolu-
tion data than in previous studies, it is shown that the internal pressure
reaches ∼ 20 ± 7 pN at 100% capsid filling, which is in better agreement
with theoretical models.

2.2 Background

The life-cycle of double-stranded DNA bacteriophages depends on a remark-
able mechanical reaction: infection of the host bacterium begins with the
injection of a fraction of the viral genome inside the host cell. The energy
required for this physical process—genome ejection, from the perspective of
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the phage—is stored as potential energy in the form of internal pressure built
inside the viral prohead. Such potential energy is accumulated at the time of
phage assembly by the ATP-powered DNA packaging motor during the pro-
cess of genome encapsidation. Indeed, in early single-molecule studies of the
φ29 DNA packaging motor, it was shown that the rate of packaging gradually
slows down as the capsid fills with DNA (Figure 2.1A) (Smith et al. 2001),
but the mechanism responsible for this phenomenon was not understood.
The reduction in packaging velocity was explained by a model in which an
internal pressure builds up inside the capsid, slowing down and eventually
stalling the motor toward the end of packaging (Smith et al. 2001, Rickgauer
et al. 2008). The sharp increase in internal force with filling during the latter
stages of packaging was in qualitative accord with many subsequent theoret-
ical calculations. In those calculations the free energy was obtained as the
sum of the bending energy and an empirically determined inter-strand in-
teraction energy that accounts for electrostatic self-repulsion and hydration
effects; then, the energy was minimized by balancing those two terms. The
predictions of these theoretical calculations, which had been estimated for
the specific case of φ29 (21), were in qualitative agreement with the exper-
imental findings. Nevertheless, none of the existent models predicted forces
as high as those measured in the early single-molecule studies (up to 110 pN)
(Smith et al. 2001, Rickgauer et al. 2008).

As I will discuss in this chapter, the early measurements of internal pressure
relied on the untested assumption that the effect of DNA confinement on the
motor dynamics is equivalent to that of an opposing force applied externally
with optical tweezers. Nevertheless, such estimations neglected whether other
aspects of motor operation that are not related to force generation, such
as nucleotide binding and inter-subunit communication, are also modified
by the increasing capsid filling, producing a slowing down of the packaging
rate. In this chapter, I present the experiments that my colleagues and I
performed (Liu et al. 2014b) to reassess the internal pressure built during
genome encapsidation in the φ29 bacteriophage.
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2.3 Experimental results

Revisiting High-Internal Pressure in the Bacteriophage
φ29

To understand what causes the previously reported decrease in packaging
velocity towards the end of genome encapsidation (Smith et al. 2001), we
used dual-trap optical tweezers (see Figure 1.4A) to monitor DNA translo-
cation at various filling levels with base pair-scale resolution (see Appendix
A for a detailed description of sample preparation and experimental proce-
dures). We found that the biphasic dwell-burst structure is retained at high
filling, i.e., ATP hydrolysis events remain segregated from nucleotide-binding
events throughout the entire packaging process (Figure 2.1B). However, the
amount of time that the motor spends on each packaging cycle increases sig-
nificantly, with the median cycle time rising from 0.15 s at 40% filling to 0.66
s at 100% filling (Liu et al. 2014b). These results indicate that the changes
in the φ29 motor’s operation at high filling are not caused by disruptions
of the overall motor coordination. Instead, they are caused by modulations
of certain kinetic transitions within the same mechano-chemical framework,
resulting in lengthening of the dwell phase, emergence of long-lived pauses,
lengthening of the burst phase, reduction in the burst size, and increased fre-
quency of slipping (Liu et al. 2014b). Among these modifications, the burst
phase of the cycle—when DNA translocation occurs and the force generat-
ing steps occur—has only a minor effect on the overall velocity (Figure 2.1B).

It was previously proposed that the reduced packaging velocity at high cap-
sid filling was caused by an internal force resisting packaging due to DNA
confinement, Fint, whose effect was equivalent to the slowing down of the
motor by an opposing force applied externally, Fext (Smith et al. 2001, Rick-
gauer et al. 2008). Because of the assumed equivalence between Fint and
Fext, it was thought that the magnitude of the former could be inferred from
the observed velocity’s dependence on capsid filling using the Fext-velocity
calibration. In this way, it was estimated that Fint reaches 60 pN at 100
% capsid filling (Smith et al. 2001), a value later revised to 110 pN (Rick-
gauer et al. 2008). The capability of resolving individual dwell-burst cycles
enabled us to dissect the effect of external force and that of capsid filling
on motor operation in greater detail. We found that external force increases
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Figure 2.1: Sample packaging trajectories of the φ29 DNA packaging motor at
high internal pressure. Adapted from (Liu et al. 2014b).
a) Sample traces displaying individual packaging cycles at various levels of capsid filling
(schematics on the side indicate low filling—top left—and high filling—bottom right). Raw
2,500 Hz data are shown in gray, and down-sampled 100 Hz data are in black. Stepwise
fit to the data highlights dwells and bursts in red and green, respectively.
b) Sample traces highlighting the locations of long-lived pauses (LLPs). For clarity, only
LLPs longer than 5 s are shown. LLPs from different packaging complexes are colored
green, blue, black, and red.

only the duration of the DNA-translocating burst phase but has little effect
on the duration of the stationary dwell phase (Figures 2.2A and 2.2B ). In
contrast, capsid filling prolongs both dwell and burst durations (Figures 2.1B
and 2.2C).
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Figure 2.2: Estimation of Internal Force Based on Burst Duration as a Function
of Capsid Filling. Adapted from (Liu et al. 2014b).
a) Sample packaging traces collected at low capsid filling (15% - 30%) and various external
loads. Raw 2,500 Hz data are shown in gray, and down-sampled 100 Hz data are in black.
Stepwise fit to the data highlights dwells and bursts in red and green, respectively.
b) Mean burst duration versus external force at low capsid filling (15% - 30%). The data
are fit to an Arrhenius-type equation: τburst(F ) = τburst(0) × eF∆x/kT (dashed curve,
∆x = 0.33±0.08 nm from the fit). Inset shows mean dwell duration versus external force.
c) Mean burst duration versus capsid filling.
d) The magnitude of the internal force as a function of capsid filling, obtained by applying
the τburst - Force curve (b) to the τburst - filling dependence (c).

To revise the Fint estimate, we assumed that the burst duration depends only
on the opposing force acting on the motor through DNA, either externally or
internally. We can then use the Fext-burst duration calibration (Figure 2.2B)
to estimate the magnitude of Fint responsible for lengthening the burst during
capsid filling (Figure 2.2C). This revised analysis yields an internal force of
only 20 ± 7 pN at 100% filling (Figure 2.2D). Notably, this value is three to
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five times lower than those calculated from prior single-molecule experiments
and is in better agreement with predictions from analytical modeling and
numerical simulation studies (Kindt et al. 2001, Purohit et al. 2005).
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Chapter 3

Mechanisms of Inter-subunit
Coordination in a Viral Ring
Motor

3.1 Summary

Subunits in multimeric ring-shaped motors must coordinate their activities
to ensure correct and efficient performance of their mechanical tasks.

Here, we study wild-type and arginine finger mutants of the pentameric bac-
teriophage φ29 DNA packaging motor. Our results reveal the molecular in-
teractions required to coordinate ADP-ATP exchange during the dwell phase
and ATP hydrolysis during the burst phase of the motor’s mechano-chemical
cycle. We show that two distinct regulatory mechanisms determine this coor-
dination. In the first, an arginine finger in each subunit promotes ADP-ATP
exchange in—and stimulates ATP hydrolysis of—its neighbor. Accordingly,
we suggest that the subunits perform the roles described for GDP exchange
factors and GTPase-activating proteins observed in small GTPases. In the
second mechanism, the DNA up-regulates a single subunit, transforming it
into a global regulator that initiates the dwell and burst phases. We propose
that these mechanisms are fundamental to inter-subunit coordination and
are likely present in other ring ATPases.
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3.2 Background

Many biological processes such as protein degradation, ATP synthesis, DNA
strand separation, and chromosomal segregation, require the mechanical op-
eration of the Additional Strand Conserved Glutamate (ASCE) division
of ring-shaped Nucleotide Triphosphatases (NTPases) (Erzberger & Berger
2006). These ring motors perform specific mechanical tasks, such as exerting
large forces in the case of DNA packaging viral motors (Smith et al. 2001)
and translocating DNA at high speeds during cell division by proteins such
as FtsK and SpoIIIE (Liu et al. 2015). Various schemes of global inter-
subunit coordination in ring NTPases have been reported and are thought to
have arisen to optimize the motor’s mechanical performance (Liu et al. 2014).

As discussed in chapter 1, ATPase subunits of the ASCE protein division
rely on highly-conserved structural elements to bind nucleotide (Walker A
motif), catalyze hydrolysis (Walker B motif) and coordinate the enzymatic
activity at the interface of two adjacent subunits (trans-acting arginine finger)
(Wendler et al. 2012). The arginine finger is known to mediate communica-
tion between adjacent subunits (Ogura et al., 2004), the mechanism under-
lying the global coordination of the ring is still not understood. Moreover,
given that all ring ATPases appear to rely on the same structural elements
for inter-subunit communication, it is of interest to understand how different
coordination schemes arise from these conserved features.

The bacteriophage φ29 DNA packaging motor is a pentameric ring ATPase
whose mechano-chemical cycle has been comprehensively dissected through
single-molecule studies (see section The φ29 DNA packaging motor in chapter
1). This motor’s subunits have been shown to operate in a highly coordi-
nated manner, making it an ideal system to investigate how global motor
coordination can arise from elementary molecular interactions. Its mechano-
chemical cycle is comprised of a dwell phase in which the motor exchanges
ADP for ATP in an interlaced manner, and a burst phase in which nucleotide
hydrolysis coupled to DNA translocation occur sequentially one subunit at
a time. However, experimental evidence for the underlying molecular inter-
actions that enable this coordination is lacking. Moreover, the current data
indicate that the pentameric ring displays symmetry breaking during its op-
eration: only 4 of the 5 identical subunits are seen to translocate DNA by 2.5
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base pairs (bp) each, resulting in a 10 bp burst (Moffitt et al. 2009), while
the remaining subunit is thought to play a regulatory role (Figure 3.4B).
It has been proposed that this role is adopted by the subunit that presum-
ably contacts two consecutive DNA phosphates every 10 bp during packaging
(Aathavan et al. 2009, Chistol et al. 2012). However, experimental evidence
further supporting this model is still required. The regulatory subunit is
thought to initiate the beginning of the dwell and burst phases cycle after
cycle (Liu et al. 2014b), but the mechanism by which the subunit making the
periodic contact with the DNA regulates the motor’s cycle remains unknown.

In this chapter, I present the experiments that I performed to elucidate how
the ‘clockwork’ operation of the φ29 DNA packaging motor arises from a
series of otherwise stochastic molecular processes. To this end, I use optical
tweezers (Figure 3.4A) and targeted mutagenesis of the conserved and re-
cently identified arginine finger, R146 (Mao et al., 2016). Then, I combined
this data with cryo-EM reconstructions from my collaborator, Marc Morais.
My colleagues and I show that higher-order coordination of the motor results
from two mechanisms of regulation. In the first mechanism, each subunit uses
R146 to facilitate ADP-ATP exchange and to stimulate ATP hydrolysis in
the neighboring catalytic pocket. In the second mechanism, a single subunit
contacts the DNA cycle after cycle. We propose that this contact induces
the release of ADP by the bound subunit, initiating the dwell phase. It
also transforms the bound subunit into a more efficient enzyme that can hy-
drolyze ATP faster than the remaining subunits, enabling it to initiate the
burst phase. Cryo-EM reconstructions presented here support the proposed
mechanism. The merging of these two mechanisms of regulation results in a
highly coordinated scheme that allows the motor to spend a large fraction of
the time (∼ 90%) bound with high affinity to the DNA (during the dwell),
and to be only transiently detached from its substrate while it packages the
polymer (during the burst). We propose that such coordination scheme en-
ables the motor to work against the large internal pressure building inside
the viral capsid as it fills up with DNA.
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3.3 Experimental results

Bulk Screening and Characterization of Arginine Finger
Mutants

We generated mutants affecting the arginine finger, R146, to dissect the com-
munication tasks mediated by this trans-acting residue. The packaging ac-
tivities of homomeric ring motors carrying the substitution R146K or R146A,
have been previously characterized by bulk DNase I protection assays (Mao
et al. 2016). These studies have shown that both types of homomeric mutant
rings are incapable of full-genome encapsidation, showing either minimal AT-
Pase activity (R146K) or no activity (R146A). The DNase I protection assays
report only the fraction of motors capable of fully packaging the viral genome
inside the capsid. To determine if R146K or R146A homomeric rings retained
at least partial DNA packaging activity, we performed single-molecule exper-
iments (Figure 3.4A). In these experiments, packaging is initiated in bulk,
and only those ring motors that packaged an initial amount of DNA can be
tethered in the single-molecule setup. This approach naturally selects for
active ring motors. We did not observe any tethers with homomeric rings of
R146K or R146A subunits, indicating that such rings do not package DNA
or do not assemble into functional motors.

To obtain active mutant motors in the single-molecule setup, we use two dif-
ferent strategies. First, we determined if rings containing a limited number of
mutant subunits display packaging activity. To this end, we mixed wild-type
(WT) with either R146K or R146A subunits in various proportions (Figure
3.4C). Second, we designed a substitution of the residue adjacent to the argi-
nine finger, F145I, to moderately perturb R146K’s local environment. Homo-
meric rings of F145I mutants displayed near-WT ATPase and intermediate
packaging activities in bulk assays. Following these two approaches, we were
able to obtain single-molecule packaging trajectories of hybrid (R146K/WT
and R146A/WT) and of homomeric (F145I) mutant rings. These constructs
provided the experimental framework to investigate the role of arginine R146
in inter-subunit coordination.
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Figure 3.1: Single Molecule Experiments and Mechano-Chemical Cycle of the
φ29 DNA Packaging Motor.
a) Single-molecule experimental geometry (left) and data (right).
b) Model of the mechano-chemical cycle (see main text for description and (Chistol et al.
2012).
c) Experimental methodology of subunit mixtures.

Heteromeric R146K/WT and Homomeric F145I Rings
Exhibit Slower DNA Packaging Activity

We first assayed samples generated by mixing R146K and WT subunits in the
proportion 1:3 (25% in Figure 3.2A and 3.2B). Motors from these samples dis-
played a broad distribution of packaging velocities, indicating the formation
of different types of active rings comprised of various combinations of WT
and mutant subunits (Figure 3.2A). We found that increasing the proportion
of R146K subunits in the mixture shifted the packaging velocity distribution
monotonically towards lower values (Figure 3.2B), and decreased the tether
efficiency, presumably reflecting a reduced number of active motors. We de-
tected packaging up until R146K and WT were mixed in proportions of 2:3
(40% in Figure 3.2B). In contrast, F145I homomeric rings showed a nar-
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row and single-peak velocity distribution with a mean velocity (∼65 bp/s)
reduced relative to WT (∼100-125 bp/s) (Figure 3.2C).

Figure 3.2: Modifications of the Arginine Finger Slow Down Nucleotide Ex-
change.
a) High resolution packaging trajectories from WT, F145I and R146K/WT hybrid rings.
b) Velocity distribution of R146K/WT mixtures for different mixing ratios (see section
3.4 for derivation of fractional populations).
c) High resolution analysis of the dwell and burst phases of F145I rings.
d) Schematic of homomeric and hybrid ring configurations.
e) High resolution analysis of the dwell and burst phases for all mixing conditions of
R146K/WT hybrid rings.
f) Chemical transitions during the dwell phase that could be affected by the mutations
(highlighted in color).
g) Estimation of Michaelis-Menten parameters of F145I rings by ATP titration.
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Packaging velocity of R146K/WT can be clustered in three main groups:
fast (WT-like at ∼125 bp/s), intermediate (∼85 bp/s) and slow (∼45 bp/s)
(Figure 3.2B). This observation rules out the simplest scenario in which the
motor can tolerate only 1 mutant subunit, displaying the same phenotype
whether it affects the translocating and the regulatory subunit, for such sce-
nario would result in only two populations (WT and slower motors). Next,
we considered the case in which a single mutant subunit is tolerated in the
ring but affects differentially the translocating and the regulatory subunits,
a scenario that would explain the three peaks observed. In this case, we
would expect that as the ratio of mutant-to-WT subunits is increased in the
mixture, the heights of the two slower peaks should grow at the expense of
the WT peak but their relative proportion should not change. However, the
results in Figure 3.2B indicate that the size of the two slower populations
change relative to one another, clearly ruling out also this scenario. There-
fore, we conclude that the motor can tolerate 2 or more R146K subunits. We
used the binomial distribution to estimate the fractions of motors in each
group (WT-like, intermediate or slow) that should be observed for all dif-
ferent mixing conditions (1:3, 1:2 and 2:3), for each scenario in which the
ring tolerates 1, 2, 3 or 4 mutant subunits. The results of this analysis (see
section 3.4 and Table 3.A.1) further support the conclusion that the motor
can tolerate 2 or more R146K subunits in the ring without complete loss of
activity (Figure 3.2D).

The Arginine Finger Mediates Nucleotide Exchange

We analyzed in detail single-molecule trajectories of R146K and F145I mu-
tants. Since nucleotide exchange occurs only during the dwell and catalysis
mainly during the burst (Figure 3.4B, (Chistol et al. 2012), we sought to
establish whether the dwell, the burst or both phases are affected by the mu-
tations. First, we compared the burst size and burst duration distributions
of F145I homomeric ring motors (Figure 3.2C) and the different R146K/WT
mixtures (Figure 3.2E) with those of WT rings. Neither mutant displayed
changes in the size or duration of the burst phase relative to WT, indicating
that the chemical events—ATP hydrolysis and phosphate release—and co-
ordinated DNA translocation are unaffected or affected below our detection
capabilities. The somewhat surprising result that the substitution R146K
does not affect ATP hydrolysis may be rationalized by the observation that
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in other ring ATPases a trans-acting lysine residue plays the role of the argi-
nine finger (Greenleaf et al. 2008). Likewise, although the arginine’s environ-
ment is modified by the F145I substitution, the subunits in the homomeric
ring still retain the trans-acting arginine, R146. Second, we found that the
distribution of dwell times of F145I homomeric ring motors is displaced to-
wards larger values relative to WT (Figure 3.2C); the same is observed with
increasing R146K/WT mixing ratios (Figure 3.2E). We conclude that both
substitutions affect the dwell phase.

The following processes are thought to occur during the dwell: nucleotide
exchange, hydrolysis by the regulatory subunit to initiate the burst and hy-
drolysis by the first translocating subunit (Figure 3.2F). Since the R146K
and F145I substitutions do not affect any of the hydrolysis reactions during
the burst, and the local chemical environment required for hydrolysis is con-
served in these mutant subunits, we consider it improbable that they would
affect only the first two hydrolyses events in the dwell. Instead, we assert
that the R146K and F145I mutations lengthen the dwell duration because
they slow down the rate of nucleotide exchange.

The Arginine Finger Facilitates ADP Release and Mod-
ulates Nucleotide Affinity

During the nucleotide exchange cascade in the dwell, all five ADPs generated
in the previous cycle are replaced sequentially by new ATP molecules. The
lengthening of the dwell times in R146K and F145I mutants indicates that
either ADP release, ATP binding, or both are slow down relative to WT.
To identify which specific kinetic rates might be affected by the F145I or
R146K substitutions, we derived an analytical expression for the packaging
velocity (see kinetic scheme i in Figure 3.3E and section 3.4 for derivation).
The overall velocity of the motor’s cycle can be written as:

v =
Vmax ∗ [ATP ]

[ATP ] +Km

· 10 bp (3.1)

where
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Vmax ≈
kADPr

4 ·
(

1 + kADPr

kATP−tight

) (3.2)

and

Km ≈
kADPr ·

(
1 + kATPr

kATP−tight

)
kATPb ·

(
1 + kADPr

kATP−tight

) (3.3)

Where kADPr, kATPb, kATPr and kATP−tight are the kinetic rates for ADP
release, ATP loose binding or ‘docking’, ATP release, and ATP tight binding
of each subunit, respectively.

Equation 3.11 indicates that the reduced Vmax observed with mutant ring mo-
tors is due to a slower rate of ADP release, slower rate of ATP tight binding,
or both. In WT motors, kADPr determines Vmax since ADP release by the 4
translocating subunits are the slowest events during the dwell phase (Chistol
et al. 2012). Accordingly, for WT motors, the statistical parameter Nmin

(defined as < τ >2 /(< τ 2 > − < τ >2), where τ is the dwell time), which
represents a lower bound to the number of rate limiting events underlying
the dwell time distribution (Moffitt & Bustamante 2014), equals 3.4 (Figure
3.2C). The substitution F145I does not change the value of Nmin (Figure
3.2C), indicating that the number of rate limiting events is not affected.
The invariance in Nmin is easily explained if kADPr remains rate-limiting in
F145I, but reduced relative to WT to account for the lengthening of the
dwell in these mutants. In contrast, if kATP−tight alone is reduced in F145I,
its value would have to be comparable to kADPr (kATP−tight ≈ 1.5 · kADPr,
according to equation 3.11) in order to produce the observed reduction in
Vmax. However, in this case, the number of rate limiting events in F145I
and Nmin value would be higher than in WT (as shown by Monte Carlo
simulations, see Table 3.3.2), which we do not observe (Figure 3.2C). Thus,
we conclude that kADPr is affected by the F145I substitution. Interestingly,
an ATP titration shows that although Vmax is reduced in F145I, Km is in-
variant (Figure 3.2G). According to equation 3.12, to retain Km invariance,
the reduced ADP release rate in F145I must be accompanied by a similar
reduction in ATP docking rate, kATPb, if we assume that the rates for ADP
release and ATP undocking remain comparable, kADPr ≈ kATPr; the latter
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Figure 3.3: The Arginine Finger Facilitates ADP Release and Locks ATP in the
Tight Bound State.
a) Sample packaging trajectories for WT, F145I and R146K/WT hybrid motors alone
and in competition experiments with ADP ([ATP]=500 µM; [ADP]=500µM). b) Anal-
ysis of ADP inhibition of homomeric WT and F145I rings and of the slowest popula-
tion of R146K/WT hybrid rings. c) Sample packaging trajectories for WT, F145I and
R146K/WT hybrid motors in the presence of ATPγS. d) Pause density and mean pause
duration of ATPγS-induced pauses in packaging trajectories of WT and F145I (average
over many molecules and various [ATPγS]), and of R146K/WT hybrid motors (mea-
sured in each molecule, [ATPγS]=1µM). e) Kinetic schemes for competition experiments
with nucleotide analogs. Given that ATP molecules are hydrolyzed much faster than
kATPtight−off , ATP tight binding transition is considered irreversible in schemes i and ii.

is a reasonable assumption, given that both nucleotides are likely to undo
similar contacts with the motor during release. A Monte-Carlo simulation
(see section 3.4) confirms that equally reduced kADPr and kATPb decrease
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Vmax without affecting Km and Nmin. This simulation also predicts that the
mutant rings would be inhibited more in the presence of ADP than WT rings
(Table 3.3.2). We tested this prediction by measuring the activities of F145I
homomeric rings and R146K/WT hybrid rings obtained from a 1:2 mixture
of R146K and WT subunits (33% in Figure 3.3A and 3.3B) in the presence of
equal amounts (500 µM) of ADP and ATP (Figure 3.3A). Indeed, ADP in-
hibited F145I motors more than WT rings (∼50% reduction in mean velocity
for F145I vs ∼16% for WT, Figure 3.3B). Moreover, in the presence of ADP,
the slowest population in the R146K mixture (rings with the highest num-
ber of mutant subunits) was also more inhibited by ADP than WT motors
(∼66% reduction in mean velocity, Figure 3.3B). Thus, both mutations affect
nucleotide exchange in a similar manner. These results strongly support a
model in which the trans-acting arginine, R146, mediates the communication
between adjacent subunits during the nucleotide exchange phase (dwell) by
modulating ADP release and ATP docking transitions.

The Arginine Finger Locks ATP in the Tight Bound
State

Next, we sought to determine if the arginine finger plays a role in the ATP
tight binding transition. To this end, we performed competition experiments
with the non-hydrolyzable ATP analog, ATPγS. The rationale of these ex-
periments is as follows: we previously showed that binding of a single non-
hydrolyzable molecule (ATPγS or AMP-PNP) halts the activity of WT mo-
tors during the catalytic burst phase, inducing a pause in the packaging
trajectory (Chistol et al. 2012). Since ATPγS is not hydrolyzed in the time
scale of the pause duration, the motor can resume activity only after analog
dissociation from the tight bound state (Chistol et al. 2012). Accordingly,
the resulting pause duration is controlled by the rate of dissociation of the
analog from the tight-bound state. ATPγS-induced pauses in R146K/WT
hybrid rings display are shorter than in WT, whereas the length of these
events is unaffected in F145I rings (Figure 3.3C and Figure S1). This ob-
servation indicates that chemical moieties of the arginine side chain stabilize
the ATP tight bound state (see kinetic scheme iii in Figure 3.3E and section
3.4).

Moreover, for any given [ATPγS], the probability of entry into an ATPγS-
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Figure 3.4: Identification of ATPγS-induced Pauses in R146K/WT Hybrid Mo-
tors. Sample distributions of dwell times from individual packaging trajectories with
different velocities. Dwell times were fitted to a Gamma distribution (black solid line).
Events accounted by the fit (pink shade area) were considered as regular dwells (green).
The long events unaccounted by the fit were considered pauses (orange).

induced pause (pause density) depends on the rate at which the nucleotide
analog docks and is tight bound for a later hydrolysis attempt (see kinetic
scheme iii in Figure 3.3E). Figure 3.3D shows that the ATPγS-induced pause
densities in R146K/WT and F145I ring motors are reduced relative to WT,
consistent with having a reduced ATP docking rate, a slower ATP tight
binding rate, or both. Next, we proceeded to investigate if the arginine
finger also performs a catalytic task.

The R146A Substitution is Tolerated Only at the Reg-
ulatory Subunit’s Interface

Homomeric mutant rings harboring the substitution R146A, have been shown
to be incompetent for ATPase activity in bulk assays (Mao et al. 2016). To
obtain a phenotype for the R146A substitution at the single-molecule level,
we applied the subunit mixing strategy used previously to study R146K hy-
brid rings. A mixture containing R146A and WT subunits in a proportion
of 1:4 (20% in Figure 3.5B) yielded two clearly distinguishable phenotypes:
WT-like activity (> 100 bp/s) and very slow motors (∼10 bp/s) (Figure
3.5A). This observation is in drastic contrast with the R146K phenotype,
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which shows a multimodal velocity distribution and monotonic decrease in
mean packaging velocity with increasing ratios of mutants in the mixture.
The observation that a small proportion (20%) of R146A mutant subunits
in the mixture greatly decreased the tether efficiency, suggests that a small
number of R146A subunits in the rings is sufficient to render them inactive
for packaging. A mixture containing a slightly larger proportion of mutant
subunits (1:3 or 25% in Figure 3.5B) resulted in even fewer tethers, all of
which displayed only the slow packaging behavior (Figure 3.5B). No tethers
formed in samples with larger proportions of R146A in the mixture, consis-
tent with R146A being much less tolerated than R146K. Notably, analysis
of the slow packaging traces showed that the average dwell time is 10 times
longer (mean dwell duration ∼720 ms) than in WT (mean dwell duration
∼72 ms) (Figure 3.5C), whereas the size and duration of the burst phase
remains unaffected (Figure 3.5C).

Since we previously showed that each subunit powers the translocation of 2.5
bp (Moffitt et al. 2009), the conserved 10 bp burst size in R146A/WT hybrid
rings indicates that 4 subunits are fully competent for DNA translocation
and, therefore, also for ATP hydrolysis. This observation, together with the
bi-modal velocity distribution (Figure 3.5B), strongly suggests that the slow
phenotype in R146A/WT mixtures corresponds to rings with one R146A
and 4 WT subunits (Figure 3.5D). Moreover, the mutation must be located
at the regulatory subunit interface. Interestingly, a similar behavior was
observed in WT motors in the presence of ATPγS (Chistol et al. 2012).
Specifically, a fraction of motors that bound one single ATPγS were seen
to package DNA with bursts of 10 bp, albeit separated by very long dwell
times. In that study, a model was proposed in which motors displayed a
single pause if the ATPγS had bound to any of the 4 translocating subunits,
whereas they exhibited a cluster of long pauses separated by 10 bp if the non-
hydrolyzable nucleotide was bound to the regulatory one (Chistol et al. 2012).
The striking similarity between the packaging activities of R146A/WT hybrid
motors and WT motors displaying pause clusters in the presence of ATPγS
(Figure 3.5A), provides evidence that in both cases the subunit compromised
is the regulatory one (Figure 3.5D). Presumably, motor configurations in
which the single R146A substitution was located at a translocating subunit
were paused and were unable to form tethers.
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Figure 3.5: R146A Substitution is Only Tolerated at the Regulatory Interface
and is Necessary to Trigger DNA Translocation.
a) High resolution packaging trajectories of WT and slow R146A/WT hybrid motors
(left). Sample packaging trajectory of WT motors in the presence of the non-hydrolyzable
nucleotide, ATPγS (right).
b) Velocity distribution of R146A/WT mixtures for different mixing ratios.
c) Analysis of the burst and dwell phases o f slow R146A/WT hybrid rings (red) vs WT
motors (blue).
d) Schematic of homomeric and hybrid motors with packaging activity in R146A/WT
mixtures.
e) Sample packaging trajectories of R146A/WT hybrid motors packaging in different con-
ditions ([ADP]=500 µM).
f) Comparison of the burst phase of R146A/WT hybrid motors at saturating and low
[ATP].
g) Mean dwell times of R146A/WT hybrid motors in different conditions (same color code
as in e).
h) Schematic representation of the chemical transition affected by the R146A substitution.
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R146-mediated ATP hydrolysis at the Regulatory In-
terface is Necessary for Timely Initiation of the Burst
Phase

Next, we proceeded to determine what processes in the dwell phase are af-
fected by the R146A substitution. The dwell times of R146A/WT hybrid
motors follow a single exponential distribution with a time constant of ∼0.72
s, indicating that a single rate-limiting step controls the end of this phase
(Figure 3.5C). In contrast, we previously showed that in WT motors the av-
erage dwell duration is ∼0.072 s (Figure 3.5C) and that 4 ADP release events
that occur in this phase are rate-limiting (kADPr

−1 ∼0.02 s), see section 3.4
and (Chistol et al. 2012). In view of the results presented in the previous sec-
tion, the step that has become rate-limiting by the R146A substitution must
be either the ADP release, the ATP binding, or the ATP hydrolysis by the
regulatory subunit, all taking place during the dwell (Figure 3.4B). To test
whether ATP binding and/or ADP release are affected, we collected pack-
aging trajectories of R146A/WT hybrid motors at low [ATP] (20 µM) alone
or at high [ATP] (500 µM) but in competition with ADP (500 µM). None of
these conditions showed a change in mean dwell time, indicating that neither
transition—ATP binding nor ADP release—is the single rate-limiting event
in these motors (Figure 3.5E and 3.5G). Accordingly, the chemical transi-
tion slowed down or abolished by the alanine substitution must be the ATP
hydrolysis at the regulatory interface. Because homomeric rings of R146A
subunits do not show any ATPase activity in bulk assays (Mao et al. 2016),
we conclude that the dwells are lengthened because ATP hydrolysis is com-
pletely abolished by the substitution R146A.

According to the current model (Figure 3.4B), the first ATP hydrolysis, which
is catalyzed by the regulatory subunit, initiates the cascade of hydrolysis in
the remaining translocating subunits. In R146A/WT hybrid rings, ATP hy-
drolysis is abolished at the interface of the regulatory subunit but packaging
still proceeds, albeit very slowly. R146A/WT slow molecular trajectories
(Figure 3.5A) imply that, after a long enough dwell, the translocating sub-
units must be able to bypass the absence of the regulatory signal and sponta-
neously initiate the burst. Therefore, the mean of the dwell time distribution
of R146A/WT hybrid rings (∼0.72 s) yields the spontaneous rate of hydrol-
ysis by a translocating subunit (∼1.4 s−1). Because R146A/WT motors
display consistently 10 bp bursts (Figure 3.5C), the subunit that hydrolyzes
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ATP spontaneously hydrolyzing must be the first immediately following the
regulatory one (Figure 3.5D), and not the second, third or fourth, as those
cases would result in 7.5, 5.0, and 2.5 bp bursts, respectively (Figure 3.5H).
This observation also implies that the rate of spontaneous hydrolysis of the
remaining translocating subunits is slower than ∼1.4 s−1. It is not clear at
this point what are the physical or structural bases behind the faster spon-
taneous hydrolysis rate of the first translocating subunit. As shown below,
however, asymmetric cryo-EM reconstructions (Figure 3.7E) of packaging
motors suggest that such difference can be originated by more extensive con-
tacts established between the regulatory and the first translocating subunits
than between any other pair.

R146A/WT rings provide us with the means to investigate the mechanism
by which the regulatory subunit initiates the burst in WT motors. At the
end of the dwell, the regulatory subunit is tight bound to the DNA through
electrostatic interactions (Aathavan et al. 2009), and ATP hydrolysis by this
subunit is thought to be necessary to 1) undo this interaction in WT motors
and 2) trigger the cascade of ATP hydrolysis (Chistol et al. 2012). However,
whether these two events are independent of each other, or if either of them
is sufficient to allow the cycle to continue is not known. The application
of high external forces in R146A/WT hybrid rings (up to 25 pN, enough to
break the motor-DNA interaction as shown by the increased terminal tether
breaking in Figure 3.6), did not lead to a change in dwell time duration
(Figure 3.5E and 4G), which would have indicated a premature initiation of
the burst. These results show that in the absence of ATP hydrolysis by the
regulatory subunit, breaking of the motor-DNA interaction is not sufficient to
initiate the burst. It follows that ATP hydrolysis by the regulatory subunit
is the necessary signal that triggers the hydrolysis cascade in the remaining
subunits in a timely manner.

The Regulatory Subunit Possesses Both Spontaneous
and Stimulated ATPase Activities that Control the End
of the Dwell

The results in the previous section indicate that, under extreme conditions
and a long enough idle interval, the first translocating subunit can sponta-
neously hydrolyze its ATP without the signal from the regulatory subunit.
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Figure 3.6: Tethers of R146A/WT Hybrid Motors Display Higher Rupture
Probability than WT at High Force (20-25 pN). Packaging trajectories of WT
motors (blue) are processive and continue to package DNA for stretches of 2-4 kilo-bases
of DNA. In contrast, the slow motors from a mixture containing R146A mutant subunits
in a 1:4 (WT:R146A) ratio display fatal rupture often before packaging 2 kb of DNA .
Fatal rupture events (black arrows) were observed as sudden change in extension followed
by tether breaking.

The behavior of WT motors packaging DNA at saturating [ATP] suggests
that this signal is in turn triggered by the completion of ATP binding by all
five subunits (Figure 3.4B). This scenario begs the question: can the regula-
tory subunit also hydrolyze ATP without the signal from the last subunit that
binds ATP? To answer this question, we next performed experiments at very
low [ATP] designed to delay the last binding event and with it the signaling
to the regulatory subunit to hydrolyze its nucleotide. We monitored the ac-
tivity of WT motors in the presence of 20 µM and 10 µM [ATP]—well below
the Km value of 35 µM—(Figure 3.7A). Remarkably, as ATP becomes more
limited, the average burst size decreases from 10 bp at 500 µM to 7.6 bp at 20
µM and to 6.1 bp at 10 µM (Figure 3.7B). Because each subunit translocates
2.5 bp of DNA, these observations indicate that at low enough [ATP] fewer
than 4 subunits on average are involved in translocation per cycle, implying
that the motor can initiate the burst before all subunits have bound ATP.
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Do subunits under these extreme conditions operate independently of each
other? We note that even for the most limiting [ATP] conditions tested (10
µM), the bursts are generally larger or equal to 5 bp (Figure 3.7B). This
observation suggests that low [ATP] the subunits retain a degree of coordi-
nation in nucleotide binding and ATP hydrolysis. In fact, analysis of motor
trajectories operating at very low [ATP] in the presence of ATPγS (Figure
S3A), shows that a single bound analog suffices to halt the motor (see sec-
tion 3.4), similarly to what is observed at nucleotide concentrations above
Km (Chistol et al. 2012). Moreover, we found that even at low [ATP], ADP
still behaves as competitive inhibitor (Figure S3B) and that the Hill coeffi-
cient for ATP, nH, still equals 1 (Figure S3C), consistent with the idea that
only one site continues to be available for ATP binding during the dwell in
these conditions (see section 3.4). Therefore, we conclude that even at very
low [ATP] nucleotide exchange takes place in a coordinated sequential man-
ner, and the smaller bursts observed result from the coordinated sequential
firing by fewer adjacent subunits.

Next, we asked: what event causes the end of the dwell when the ring is not
fully saturated with ATP. Importantly, we observed that at limiting [ATP]
the duration of the dwell phase correlates positively with the size of the fol-
lowing burst (Figure 3.7C): longer dwells (∼350 ms at 20 µM ATP) result
in ∼10 bp translocation events, whereas shorter dwells (∼200 ms at 20 µM
ATP) tend to result in smaller bursts. In contrast, at saturating [ATP] no
correlation is observed between dwell duration and burst size (Figure 3.7C)
and the mean dwell time is shorter (∼72 ms). These observations confirm the
idea that at high [ATP] hydrolysis by the regulatory subunit is promptly acti-
vated upon ring saturation, whereas at very low [ATP] a different, stochastic
mechanism must trigger the end of the dwell. Such spontaneous mechanism
could be the thermally activated hydrolysis by the regulatory subunit or by
one of the translocating subunits. However, as shown in the previous section,
the rate of spontaneous hydrolysis of a translocating subunit (∼1.4 s−1, lead-
ing to an average dwell duration of ∼720 ms) is too slow to account for the
average dwell durations observed at very low [ATP] (∼250 ms, correspond-
ing to a rate of 4 s−1). Therefore, we propose that the event that triggers
the end of the dwell at very low [ATP] is the spontaneous hydrolysis by the
regulatory subunit. If our interpretation is correct, any other process that
delays the nucleotide saturation of the ring is expected to produce a similar
spontaneous initiation of the burst. In the presence of ADP, ATP binding
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Figure 3.7: Spontaneous ATP Hydrolysis Triggers DNA Translocation at Low
[ATP] in WT Motors.
a) Sample of packaging trajectories of WT motors at different [ATP]. Grey arrows indicate
10-bp bursts. Black arrows indicate <10 bp bursts.
b) Burst size distribution at saturating and sub-Km ATP conditions.
c) Correlation of dwell duration with the following burst size. r is the Pearson correlation
coefficient.
d) Analysis of burst and dwell phases of WT motors in the absence (blue) and presence
of high [ADP] (magenta).
e) Asymmetric cryo-EM reconstruction. Electron density of viral particles stalled during
DNA packaging with ATPγS. ATPase subunits and DNA viewed as a bottom view (from
the outside) of the bacteriophage. Atomic resolution structures of pRNA (magenta) and
DNA (dark blue) were fitted to the electron density.
f) Schematic representation of the chemical cycle at limiting [ATP].

is delayed due to the competition between the two nucleotides for the re-
versible docking state, resulting in longer dwells. Indeed, in 4-fold excess of
[ADP] over [ATP], we observed a comparable average dwell duration of ∼200
ms and translocation events with a size <10 bp (Figure 3.7D). Again, these
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observations are consistent with a scenario in which the regulatory subunit
spontaneously triggers the hydrolysis cascade after a long enough dwell even
though not all 5 subunits have bound ATP. Together, these results indicate
that the regulatory subunit in WT motors exhibits both spontaneous and
stimulated ATPase activities, the latter resulting from saturation of the ring
with ATP.

ATP Hydrolysis by the Regulatory Subunit is Stimu-
lated by DNA Interaction

The results presented above show that the spontaneous rate of the first
translocating subunit (∼ 1.4 s−1) is slower than the spontaneous rate of
the regulatory subunit (∼4 s−1), which raises the question: what is the ori-
gin of such difference between otherwise identical subunits? We previously
proposed that an electrostatic contact between one of the subunits and DNA
phosphates every 10 bp (Aathavan et al. 2009) is the event that breaks the
symmetry of the motor (Chistol et al. 2012). According to this model, the
subunit that binds the DNA adopts the regulatory role. To detect a pos-
sible symmetry breaking interaction between the DNA and the regulatory
subunit, we imaged packaging motor complexes, stalled with ATPγS, us-
ing cryo-electron microscopy. We avoided imposing five-fold symmetry con-
straints on the data as done previously (Mao et al. 2016) such that structural
differences between individual subunits could be visualized. In this way, an
asymmetric reconstruction of the stalled particles was obtained. Based on
the current model (Liu et al. 2014b), this structure of the motor, stalled
with ATPγS, likely represents a state in the dwell just prior to the burst
phase (Figure 3.4B), in which the motor has not yet detached from the DNA
phosphates. In the resulting ∼12 Å electron density map (Figure 3.7E), one
of the five subunits is seen to interact more extensively with the DNA than
the rest. In addition, the data suggest more extensive contacts between the
regulatory and the first translocating subunits than between any other pair.
The symmetry breaking observed in this cryo-EM reconstruction provides
support to the idea that the spontaneous activity of a subunit is stimulated
by its periodic contact with the DNA to become the regulatory one. This in-
terpretation is consistent with observations made in bulk showing that DNA
stimulates the ATPase activities of the motor subunits (Todd et al. 2012).
Although contact with the DNA might increase the spontaneous ATPase
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activity of the regulatory subunit over its translocating counterparts (∼4
s−1 vs ∼1.4 s−1, respectively), a ∼3 times faster rate would not ensure that
such subunit will always hydrolyze ATP first, and cannot solely account for
the termination of the dwell and the initiation of the burst after only 72
ms. In fact, the rate of hydrolysis of the regulatory subunit, which occurs
in the dwell, ought to be much faster than the rate of ADP release—the
rate-limiting event during that phase (∼50 s−1, see section 3.4 and (Chistol
et al. 2012)—and it is likely to be at least as fast as the stimulated hydrolysis
of the translocating subunits during the burst (∼330 s−1, assuming that 3
hydrolysis events must be completed in the ∼0.01 s duration of this phase).
Thus, another event must occur to further increase the ATPase activity of
the regulatory subunit. At this point we do not know what this event is. In
the following section we speculate what its nature could possibly be.

3.4 Discussion

Discussion: Molecular Basis for Inter-subunit Coordi-
nation

It was previously shown that the ATPase subunits of the φ29 DNA packaging
motor are highly coordinated (Figure 3.4B) (Chistol et al. 2012). However,
the molecular mechanism for such coordination has not been understood. In
this paper, we have presented evidence of the role played by the trans-acting
arginine finger R146 in mediating the communication between adjacent sub-
units in the motor to bring about its global coordination.

First, we have shown that the trans-acting arginine finger, R146, of a sub-
unit locks the ATP in the tight bound state in the binding pocket of the
adjacent subunit. Moreover, we have shown that R146 facilitates the release
of ADP. These data are consistent with a model in which tight binding of
ATP to a subunit—stabilized by an arginine finger (Figure 3.8 ii and iii,
colored in black)—induces, in turn, the release of ADP from the adjacent
pocket by a mechanism facilitated by the next arginine finger (Figure 3.8 ii
and iii, colored in green). Together, these two events give rise to the sequen-
tial exchange of nucleotide during the dwell phase (Figure 3.8, green dashed
arrow). We speculate that the first ADP release event—responsible for ini-
tiating nucleotide exchange—takes place at the regulatory subunit when it
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contacts the DNA phosphates at the beginning of the dwell (Figure 3.8 i,
grey up arrow).

Second, we have shown that the motor subunits possess spontaneous and
stimulated ATPase activities. Indeed, experiments with R146A/WT hybrid
motors containing a single mutant subunit, show a 10-fold lengthening of
the dwell (∼720 ms). We propose that this phenomenon occurs because
the mutation prevents the regulatory subunit to initiate its own hydrolysis
and activate the hydrolysis of the first translocating subunit (Figure 3.5H).
Accordingly, the lengthened dwell reflects the spontaneous hydrolysis rate of
the first translocating subunit (∼1.4 s−1) in the absence of stimulation by
its regulatory counterpart. Similarly, experiments at low [ATP] show that
the burst cascade initiates spontaneously—before the ring is fully saturated
with ATP—after ∼250 ms, which we propose reflects the spontaneous rate
of hydrolysis of the regulatory subunit (∼4 s−1).

We argue that the ability of the subunits to switch from spontaneous to
stimulated ATPases, is fundamental to the biphasic operation of the WT
packaging motors. During normal motor operation, none of the subunits hy-
drolyze ATP throughout the nucleotide exchange process (Figure 3.8 i− iv),
indicating that both the regulatory and the translocating subunits display
their spontaneous ATPase activities throughout most of the dwell. As a re-
sult, towards the end of the dwell, all subunits have managed to bind ATP
without hydrolyzing it (Figure 3.8 iv). At this point, the regulatory and first
translocating subunits must quickly hydrolyze ATP to initiate the burst. The
cryo-EM data presented here is consistent with a model in which the regu-
latory subunit is enhanced by the DNA contact, making it a slightly faster
ATPase subunit that tends to hydrolyze the nucleotide first. However, its
spontaneous rate (∼4 s−1) is not large enough to quickly initiate the burst
(at a rate > 50 s−1, the rate of ADP release). Thus, the regulatory subunit
must be stimulated additionally through a second process. Since the burst
phase is triggered soon after all the subunits complete ATP binding (Moffitt
et al. 2009), we propose that the last subunit to bind ATP is responsible
for the additional stimulation of the regulatory subunit (Figure 3.8 vi). We
also show that the ATPase activity of the regulatory subunit stimulates the
activity of the first translocating subunit by a factor > 200. Finally, each of
the remaining translocating subunits must be stimulated by its predecessor
to quickly hydrolyze ATP at a rate of ∼330 s−1 to complete the burst phase
in ∼10 ms (Figure 3.4B).
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Figure 3.8: Model for Inter-subunit Coordination and Regulation.
Schematic representation of the ATPase ring in a bottom view configuration. See Movie
S1. (Clockwise) (i) At the beginning of the dwell one subunit contacts the DNA (blue
solid star). The DNA adopts the role of an exchange factor, facilitating ADP release by
the regulatory subunit. (ii) R146-mediated (black) ATP tight binding at the regulatory
subunit converts it into a nucleotide exchange factor for the next subunit via its arginine
finger (green). The resulting binding pocket is empty and is now able to bind ATP. The
process of nucleotide exchange repeats around the ring (green dotted arrow and iii). (iv)
Towards the end of the dwell all subunits are bound to ATP or in the ‘on’ state. (v)
The DNA and the last subunit to bind ATP adopt the role of activating factors, both
stimulating ATP hydrolysis at the regulatory subunit (red). (vi) ATP hydrolysis and
phosphate release in the catalytic pocket of the regulatory subunit converts it into an
activating factor for the next subunit via its arginine finger (red). The process repeats
around the ring creating the cascade of events observed during the burst (red dashed arrow
and vii). (viii) At the end of the burst all 5 subunits are ADP-bound or in the ‘off’ state.
The cycle begins again.
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The pseudo-atomic model of the packaging motor (Mao et al. 2016) suggests
the physical bases for the sequential ATPase stimulation and DNA transloca-
tion (Figure 3.8 and Movie S1). The subunits’ catalytic sites are adjacent to
the putative DNA translocating loops, which are, therefore, well positioned
to perform a power stroke following ATP hydrolysis. Moreover, normal mode
analysis of the ATPase subunit indicates that such movement of the DNA
translocating loop is coupled to a corresponding change in conformation of
the arginine finger at the opposite side of the same subunit (Mao et al. 2016).
We propose that the last ATP binding event induces the re-positioning of
the arginine finger at the regulatory subunit’s catalytic site, which stimu-
lates its ATPase activity (Figure 3.8 vi). Similarly, ATP hydrolysis in any
subunit causes a power stroke by the DNA translocating loop, which in turn
re-positions the linked arginine finger to stimulate ATP hydrolysis in the
following catalytic site (Figure 3.8 vi and vii). These events result in the se-
quential hydrolysis and translocation observed during the burst (Figure 3.8,
red dashed arrow).

Discussion: The Coordination in the φ29 DNA Packag-
ing Motor Arises from Two Mechanisms of Regulation

Here we have shown that throughout the motor’s cycle, the subunits switch
from ‘poor’ (during the dwell) to ‘efficient’ (during the burst) ATPase ac-
tivity, a process that requires a mechanism of enzymatic regulation. A
well-studied example of NTPase activity regulation is found among small-
GTPases, which are ‘poor’ GTPases and are known as molecular switches be-
cause they can be set ‘on’ or ‘off’ in a regulated manner by certain protein fac-
tors (Cherfils and Zeghouf, 2013). Some of these factors—GTPase-activating
proteins (GAPs)—enhance the enzymatic activity of small-GTPases using
a trans-acting arginine residue to generate their GDP-bound or ‘off’ state
(Ahmadian et al. 1997). Others—GDP-exchange factors (GEFs)—promote
nucleotide exchange by facilitating GDP release through an allosteric com-
petitive mechanism and generate the GTP-bound or ‘on’ state (Guo et al.
2005). We have shown that the subunits of the φ29 DNA packaging motor
can be set ‘on’ or ‘off’ in a regulated manner and, as a result, the ring can
be thought of as a set of 5 molecular switches in a closed configuration (Fig-
ure 3.8). According to this view, the subunits adopt first GEF—and then
GAP—like functions to regulate their adjacent partners during the dwell and
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burst phases, respectively. Moreover, we propose that the motor/DNA con-
tact provides an additional mechanism of regulation for nucleotide exchange
and ATP hydrolysis on the regulatory subunit. As a result, the DNA-bound
subunit becomes a master regulator that initiates both the cascade of nu-
cleotide exchange and the cascade of ATP hydrolysis. We suggest that these
two mechanisms of regulation enable the precise global coordination that re-
sults in the ‘clockwork’ operation of the bacteriophage φ29 DNA packaging
motor (See Movie S1).

Discussion: Molecular-switch-like Regulation in Other
Ring ATPases

The coordination scheme of the φ29 DNA packaging motor evolved to suc-
cessfully translocate DNA against the large internal forces generated during
packaging (Smith et al. 2001). As a result, the motor displays an effec-
tive strategy that allows it to spend a proportionally large fraction of its
time (∼90%) in a high-affinity state for DNA during nucleotide exchange
(dwell), and to be only transiently detached from its substrate during pack-
aging (burst) (Chistol et al. 2012). Other ring ATPases perform their me-
chanical tasks on different substrates and contexts, and accordingly, they
display alternative coordination schemes that may be better suited for their
biological function (Liu et al. 2014b). Nonetheless, these ring ATPases all
possess the conserved arginine at the interfacial active sites. Thus, it is
likely that to coordinate their activity, their ATPase subunits employ small
GTPase-like regulatory mechanisms similar to those proposed here for the
φ29 packaging motor, although to different degrees, depending on the nature
of their substrate, its length, and its periodicity. For instance, in F1-ATPase
the β subunit contains the catalytic pocket, whereas the α subunit is known
to both stimulate the ATPase activity (Komoriya et al. 2012) and facilitate
ADP release by the β subunit (Yukawa et al. 2015) via its arginine finger.
The enzymatic activity of the β subunit is greatly enhanced in the presence
of the γ subunit (the ‘substrate’ of this rotatory motor) (Iino & Noji 2013),
pointing to a second mechanism of regulation possibly required for the high
efficiency of the F1-ATPase motor.

Small GTPase-like regulation has been proposed to underlie the operation
of other essential proteins in a variety of biological contexts. For instance,
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the similarity between the small-GTPase regulation and the substrate-to-
subunit regulation in transport motors, such as kinesin and myosin, has been
previously discussed (Vale 1996). Similarly, the human and bacterial base
pair mismatch recognition complexes have been proposed to operate as DNA-
regulated molecular switches (Gradia et al. 1997, Lebbink et al. 2010). It is
tempting to speculate that the two mechanisms of regulation described here
might be present in other ring ATPases, as well as in other biological contexts.

3.A Appendices

Appendix: Estimated Population Fractions for Various
Numbers of R146K Mutants Tolerated in the Ring

In the R146K/WT mixing experiments, the motors’ velocity clustered roughly
in three main groups: fast (∼125 bp/s, WT-like), intermediate (∼ 85 bp/s)
and slow (∼ 45 bp/s) (Figure 2B). For each mixing condition (0%, 25%, 33%
or 40%), each group was fitted to a Gaussian distribution. The superposition
of the Gaussian functions within one mixing condition was normalized, and
the area under each Gaussian was considered to be the fraction of motors
belonging to either group (WT-Like, intermediate or slow) in a given mixing
condition. Next, we proceeded to estimate the fractions of ring motors with
1, 2, 3 and 4 R146K subunits predicted by the binomial distribution and by
the four R146K/WT mixing ratios (0%, 25%, 33% and 40% of the subunits
were R146K), assuming that either subunit, mutant or WT, has the same
affinity to be incorporated in the ring —a reasonable assumption given that
motor subunits bind to a pRNA scaffold to form the ring configuration, the
pRNA binding site in the subunit is far from R146 and pRNA-subunit bind-
ing is not affected by the presence of nucleotide, ATP or AMP-PNP (Ding
et al. 2011). Next, we considered individually the scenarios of allowing the
motor to tolerate up to 1, 2, 3 or 4 R146K subunits. In each scenario, mo-
tors with more mutant subunits than the maximum allowed were considered
inactive, and the fractions were normalized after discarding the portion of
inactive motors for each scenario. We observed that, in all mixing conditions
the estimated number of WT motors (0 mutant subunits in the ring) was
higher compared to the fraction of WT-like traces observed experimentally.
We rationalize this observation considering that the mixture samples were
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Table 3.1: Estimated Population Fractions for Rings Tolerating Various Num-
bers of R146K Mutant Subunits. Compare cases across rows. Experimental: fractions
were obtained as the area under the Gaussian fit for each group. Case a, b, c and d: frac-
tions were calculated based on the binomial distribution and the mixing ratio (1:3, 1:2
or 2:3). Case a: the ring tolerates 1 mutant subunit, but the substitution affects differ-
entially the translocating and regulatory subunits. In the schematic velocity distribution
(first column), 1R refers to 1 mutant regulatory subunit and 1T to 1 mutant translocating
subunit. Case b, c and d: the ring tolerates a maximum of 2, 3 and 4 mutants in the
ring, respectively. In the schematic velocity distributions (first column): 1 = rings with
one mutant subunit, 2 = rings with 2 mutant subunits, 3 = rings with 3 mutant subunits
and 4 = rings with 4 mutant subunits.

allowed to pre-package 30 s longer than WT samples before stalling the viral
complexes. This extra time was necessary to favor the packaging initiation
of the slower mutant rings, but in turn, it allowed WT motors (packaging
rate at ∼125 bp/s) to package ∼3.7 kb of DNA. In WT samples, motors are
often tethered as they are packaging the last 3 kb piece of DNA. Thus, it is
likely that a fraction of WT-like motors in the mixture samples had already
completed packaging by the time the motors could be tethered. We next
proceeded to assign the slow and intermediate groups to rings with different
number of mutants, or a combination of them, accordingly to the maximum
number of mutant subunits tolerated in each scenario. In the scenario where
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rings tolerate only 1 mutant subunit (case a), we assigned the slow group to
rings with 1 mutant regulatory subunit, and the intermediate group to rings
with 1 mutant translocating subunit (see Table S1). In scenarios where rings
could tolerate up to 2 (case b), 3 (case c) or 4 (case d) R146K mutants in
the ring, the intermediate group was assigned to rings with 1 mutant subunit
in case b, and the superposition of rings with 1 and 2 mutant subunits in
cases c and d (see Table S1). Similarly, the slow group was assigned to rings
with 2 mutants in case b, 3 mutants in case c and 3 and 4 mutants in case
d. With these assignments we obtained for each case an estimated fraction
of motors in each group (WT-like, intermediate and slow) for each mixing
condition. Next, we estimated the goodness of each case by measuring the
variance relative to the experimental distribution. The variance for a given
case x is defined as follows:

V arx =
∑
i,j

(FTij − FEij)2 (3.4)

Where FTij is the estimated fraction of group i in the mixing condition j,
and FEij

is the experimental fraction of group i in the mixing condition
j. As shown by the variance value, the estimated fractions were closer to
the experimental ones in cases c and d. Thus, according to this analysis
then, rings can tolerate 3 or more R146K subunits without complete loss of
packaging activity.

Appendix: Derivation of an Analytical Expression for
the Motor’s Packaging Velocity

The packaging velocity is the ratio of the length of DNA packaged in the
burst (10 bp) to the total duration of the motor’s cycle. The latter is the
inverse of the cycle rate, kcycle, which depends on the rate at which the
motor completes nucleotide exchange and hydrolysis and phosphate release
in all 5 (4 translocating and 1 regulatory) subunits, knucx,cycle and kh,cycle,
respectively. The rate for the overall kcycle can then be written as:

kcycle =
knucx,cycle · kh,cycle
knucx,cycle + kh,cycle

(3.5)
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Here, kh,cycle= kh/5, with kh being the rate of hydrolysis and phosphate
release rate per subunit, and we have neglected the difference in these pa-
rameters between the regulatory and translocating subunits. We previously
showed that nucleotide exchange takes place sequentially, one subunit at a
time (Chistol et al. 2012). Moreover, we showed that the kinetic events of nu-
cleotide exchange in each subunit are separated from those of the preceding
subunit by a largely irreversible transition (Moffitt et al. 2009). Furthermore,
that transition is likely to be ATP tight binding, which locks the nucleotide
in the bound state and provides the energy to open the binding pocket of
the following subunit for ADP release (Moffitt et al. 2009). The nucleotide
exchange scheme for one subunit can be written as:

In this scheme, D, E, T and T∗ indicate ADP-bound, Empty, ATP-bound,
ATP-tight bound states, respectively, and kADPr, kATPb, kATPr and kATP−tight
are the kinetic rates for ADP release, ATP binding, ATP release and ATP
tight binding per subunit, respectively. We proceeded to determine an ex-
pression for knuc,x for a ring motor with 5 subunits sequentially exchanging
nucleotide according to the previous scheme (2). The rate of nucleotide ex-
change by the regulatory subunit is much faster than the corresponding rate
of the 4 translocating subunits (Chistol et al. 2012, Moffitt et al. 2009). Thus,
considering only the slower translocating subunits, the rate of nucleotide ex-
change of the whole ring is:

knucx,cycle =

kADPr·kATP−tight

kADPr+kATP−tight
· [ATP ]

4 ·
(

[ATP ] + kADPr

kATPb
·
(
kATP−tight+kATPr

(kATP−tight+kADPr
)
)) =

Vnucx · [ATP ]

4 · ([ATP ] +Knucx)

(3.6)

where

Vnucx =
kADPr · kATP−tight
kADPr + kATP−tight

(3.7)
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and

Knucx =
kADPr
kATPb

· kATP−tight · kATPr
kATP−tight + kADPr

(3.8)

denote the Michaelis-Menten parameters per subunit. Accordingly, the pack-
aging velocity of the motor is:

v =

Vnucx

Vnucx·
(

1
kh,cycle

)
+4
· [ATP ]

[ATP ] + Knucx

Vnucx·
(

1
4·kh,cycle+1

) ∗ 10bp (3.9)

Since the rate of the catalytic phase is faster (kh,cycle is ∼ 100 s−1 based on
the mean burst duration ∼ 0.01 s) than the rate of ADP release per subunit
(kADPr is ∼ 50 s−1 assuming 4 ADP release events during a mean dwell
duration ∼ 0.072 s, see Monte Carlo simulation in SI and (Chistol et al.
2012)), and therefore, 4· kh,cycle ¿¿ kADPr, it can be shown that 4· kh,cycle¿¿
Vnucx, and thus the overall velocity of the cycle can be approximated as:

v =
Vcycle ∗ [ATP ]

[ATP ] +Kcycle

· 10bp (3.10)

where

Vcycle ≈
kADPr

4 ·
(

1 + kADPr

kATP−tight

) (3.11)

and

Kcycle ≈
kADPr ·

(
1 + kATPr

kATP−tight

)
kATPb ·

(
1 + kADPr

kATP−tight

) (3.12)

The contribution of kh,cycle to Vcycle and Kcycle is only about 10% in
equations (5) and (6). In the main text Vcycle and Kcycle will be referred to
as Vmax and Km, respectively.
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Appendix: Monte-Carlo Simulation of the Motor’s Mechano-
Chemical Cycle and its Inhibition by ADP

The Monte Carlo algorithm uses the kinetic schemes of Figure 3.3E—(i)
for WT scenario and (ii) ADP competition experiments—to compute the
duration of each cycle assuming that all 5 subunits of the ring must exchange
nucleotide sequentially one subunit at a time. The 5 subunits must bind ATP
before the first hydrolysis event is allowed, and the catalytic phase is coupled
to a 10 bp translocation event. The cycle is repeated 1000 times (equivalent
to packaging 10 kb). The packaging velocity is estimated as the amount of
packaged DNA over the total time it takes to complete the 1000 cycles.

Table 3.2: Summary of Results from Monte-Carlo Simulation Compare across
columns. In the WT scenario, experimental values are displayed in green. The rate
constants in the Monte Carlo (M.C.) simulation were selected to match the experimental
values, starting from previous values (Chistol et al. 2012). See Extended Experimental
Procedure for all rate constants. In the F145I and R146K/WT scenarios, the modified rate
constants (indicated in the top of each column) were selected to match the experimental
velocity corresponding to either case (shown in green). The remaining rate constants were
kept as in the WT scenario.
VADP1:1 is the velocity of the motor in the presence of equal amounts of ATP and ADP
([500 µM]).
%∆V is the percentage reduction in velocity due to the ADP inhibition.
Exp. Data = Experimental Data.
N/M= Not measured.
*According to our analysis, the number of mutant subunits in the slowest population is 3
or 4.

The kinetic parameters that reproduced the behavior of WT motors at sat-
urating [ATP] conditions (500 µM) are: kATPb = 1.1 µM−1s−1, kATPr =50
s−1, kADPr = 50 s−1, kATP−tight = 5000 s−1; kh,cycle=10 s−1. The amount
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of ADP inhibition observed in WT motors ([ADP]=500 µM) is well repro-
duced by the following kinetic rate: kADPb = 0.5 µM−1s−1. According to
equation (5), a reduction in Vmax must derive from changes in kADPr and/or
kATP−tight. Maintaining other rates equal, the following reduction in kinetic
rates reproduced the velocity of F145I rings ( 65 bp/s): i) kATP−tight = 50
s−1 alone or ii) kADPr = 23 s−1 alone, and the slowest population in the
R146K/WT mixtures ( 45 bp/s): i) kATP−tight = 18 s−1 alone or ii) kADPr
= 12 s−1 alone. In either case, reducing simultaneously both rates resulted
in the same behavior as reducing only kADPr. According to equation (6), for
Km to remain invariant, a reduction in kADPr must be accompanied by the
proportional change in kATPb. Thus, the following rate constants reproduced
the velocity and Km values of F145I rings: kADPr=23 s−1 and kATPb=0.69
µM−1s−1, and of R146K/WT hybrid rings: kADPr=12 s−1 and kATPb=0.36
µM−1s−1. Table S2 summarizes the results of this simulation.

Appendix: Sequential ATP Hydrolysis and Interlaced
Nucleotide Exchange is Preserved at Limiting [ATP]

Packaging trajectories of WT motors at very low ATP ([ATP]=20 µM) in
the presence of small amounts of ATPγS (500:1 molecular ratio, i.e. in 100
motor cycles one of the 5 subunit is likely to bind ATPγS) exhibited the
distinct pauses previously observed at saturating [ATP] (Chistol et al. 2012).
The duration of these pauses is single exponentially-distributed showing that
a single event defines the duration of the pause (Figure 3.9A). The pause
density increases linearly with [ATPγS] (the highest [ATPγS] tested was
125:1 molecular ratio, meaning that in 25 motor cycles one of the 5 subunits
is likely to bind ATPγS), suggesting that a single molecule is enough to
halt the motor (Figure 3.9A bottom inset). The pause duration does not
change with [ATPγS], consistent with a mechanism in which the residence
time of a single ATPγS molecule in the subunit defines the duration of the
pause (Figure 3.9A top inset). Previously, it was shown that at saturating
[ATP] the hydrolysis events are strictly sequential, and as result, binding of
a single ATPγS molecule is enough to interrupt the catalytic phase (Chistol
et al. 2012). Our results show that one ATPγS molecule is also enough to
halt the motor at limiting [ATP], implying that sequential ATP hydrolysis
continues to take place in these limiting conditions. We conclude that the
subunits’ coordination during the catalytic phase is preserved even when the
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ring is not fully saturated with ATP. Additionally, a careful ATP titration
at sub Km [ATP] shows that the motor’s velocity is best described by the
Hill equation with the coefficient, nH=1 (Figure 3.9B). This result could be
interpreted simply as lack of cooperative binding (Copeland 2002). However,
we previously showed that a scheme of sequential ATP binding at saturating
[ATP] exhibits the binding dynamics of a single enzyme (or nH=1) since at
any given time only one pocket is available to bind the nucleotide (Moffitt
et al. 2009). Thus, we conclude that ATP binding continues to take place
sequentially at low [ATP]. Moreover, competition experiments with ADP
show that the mean dwell duration increases linearly as a function of [ADP]
(Figure 3.9C). Such linear behavior is in agreement with the competitive ADP
inhibition observed at saturating [ATP] (Figure 3.9C inset). Competitive
ADP inhibition within a sequential ATP binding scheme is only possible
if the ADP release events and the ATP binding events are interlaced—see
(Chistol et al. 2012) for alternative scenarios. We conclude that coordination
during nucleotide exchange is preserved at limiting [ATP].

Figure 3.9: Coordination is Preserved at Limiting [ATP]
a) Analysis of pauses induced by the non-hydrolyzable ATP analog, ATPγS. [ATP]= 20
µM.
b) ADP inhibition at limiting [ATP]. [ATP]=20 µM.
c) ATP titration below Km conditions. Packaging velocity as a function of [ATP] fits well
to the hill equation with coefficient, nH = 1.

Abbreviated methods

Sample Preparation in Bulk WT and mutant ATPase gp16, genomic
DNA and fiberless proheads were isolated as described previously (Mao et al.
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2016). To avoid high filling conditions, the 19.3 kb genomic DNA was di-
gested with BstEII (New England Biolabs) to produce a 12.5 kb piece of
DNA. The 12.5 kb piece of DNA was biotinylated using Klenow exo- (New
England Biolabs) to fill in the overhang with biotinylated nucleotides (Invit-
rogen). Proheads were partially packaged (30-60s) with biotinylated 12.5 kb
genomic DNA and stalled with ATPγS (Roche). The packaging buffer (1/2
x TMS) contained 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 with
various concentrations of nucleotides and nucleotide analogs as specified in
the main text (see chapter A for extended details).

Optical Trapping High-resolution packaging measurements were conducted
on a dual-trap instrument using a solid-state 1064-nm laser, as described
previously (Liu et al. 2014b). Traps were calibrated as previously described
(Chistol et al. 2012, Moffitt et al. 2009). Tethers were formed between a 0.90-
µm-diameter streptavidin-coated bead and a 0.88-µm-diameter anti-capsid-
antibody-coated bead (Spherotech) held in separate optical traps. Packaging
was restarted in an ATP-containing buffer, and DNA translocation by indi-
vidual motor complexes was determined from the decrease in the bead-to-
bead distance. An oxygen scavenging system (100 µg ml−1 glucose oxidase, 5
mg ml−1 dextrose (Sigma-Aldrich) and 20 µg ml−1 catalase, Calbiochem) was
included in the buffer to prevent the formation of reactive singlet oxygen. All
packaging experiments were conducted as described before in a semi-passive
mode such that tension applied to the motor was kept between 7-12 pN.

Data Analysis Raw 2.5-kHz data was collected and filtered to 100 - 250
Hz for further analysis. A modified Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC)
algorithm was used to find steps in the packaging traces as described pre-
viously (Liu et al. 2014b) in a custom written Matlab script. Mean values
of the dwell duration distributions were computed by bootstrapping to nor-
malize the distribution and compute confidence intervals (displayed as errors
in the figures). Velocity distributions were built as histograms of the mo-
tors’ velocities and were normalized to compare across different sets of data.
The velocity of each motor was determined by fitting a straight line to its
packaging trajectory.
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Cryo-EM Imaging The DNA packaging motor was assembled as de-
scribed in the sample preparation. The reaction was stalled by adding ATPγS
after three minutes of initiating packaging with ATP (Roche) (ATP concen-
tration is 500µM). The sample was incubated for 2 minutes. 1 unit of RQ
DNase I (Promega) was added and incubated at room temperature for 10
minutes. The sample was placed on ice until grid preparation for cryoEM
imaging. A prohead:DNA ratio of 2:1 was used to maximize packaging effi-
ciency. Three minutes packaging corresponds to 75% head-full. Grid prepa-
ration and image reconstruction was performed as described previously (Mao
et al. 2016).
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Chapter 4

Molecular switches and
allostery in protein motors

4.1 Summary

Motor proteins are powered by nucleotide hydrolysis and exert mechan-
ical work to carry out many fundamental biological tasks. To ensure

their correct and efficient performance, the motors’ activities are allosteri-
cally regulated by additional factors that enhance or suppress their NTPase
activity. Here, I review two highly conserved mechanisms of ATP hydrol-
ysis activation and repression operating in motor proteins—the glutamate
switch and the arginine finger—and their associated regulatory factors. I ex-
amine the implications of these regulatory mechanisms in proteins that are
formed by multiple ATPase subunits. I argue that the regulatory mecha-
nisms employed by motor proteins display features similar to those described
in small-GTPases, which require external regulatory elements, such as dis-
sociation inhibitors, exchange factors and activating proteins, to switch the
protein’s function ‘on’ and ‘off’. Likewise, similar regulatory roles are taken
on by the motor’s substrate, additional binding factors, and even adjacent
subunits in multimeric complexes. However, in motor proteins, more than
one regulatory factor, and the two mechanisms described, often underlie the
machine’s operation. Furthermore, ATPase regulation takes place through-
out the motor’s cycle, which enables a more complex function than the binary
‘active’ and ‘inactive’ states.
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4.2 Background

As described in previous chapters, motor proteins are macro-molecular com-
plexes that transform the energy released in ATP hydrolysis into mechanical
work to perform fundamental biological processes (Liu et al. 2014, Gennerich
& Vale 2009). Although motor proteins are ubiquitous, their function is nec-
essary only at relevant locations in the cell and at distinct stages of its cycle
(Verhey & Hammond 2009). Therefore, in order to ensure adequate spatial
and temporal control of their function, motor proteins must be switched be-
tween ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ states in a regulated manner (Schumacher et al.
2004).

The current mechanistic picture of regulation in motor proteins has been par-
tially drawn from the detailed understanding of function activation in small
GTPases (Figure 4.1). Small GTPases activate signaling pathways in the
GTP-bound state—the ‘on’ state—and do not display such activation in the
GDP-bound state—the ‘off’ state (Goitre et al. 2014). The active state of
small GTPases is not required at all times and, therefore, the protein’s activ-
ity is switched ‘on’ and ‘off’ throughout the cell cycle in a regulated manner
(Figure 4.1). Such regulation is performed by specialized protein factors that
either prevent or promote ADP release—known as Guanine Dissociation In-
hibitors (GDIs) or Guanine Exchange Factors (GEFs), respectively—or that
stimulate GTP hydrolysis—known as GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs)
(Cherfils & Zeghouf 2013). Likewise, the activities of motor proteins are reg-
ulated by additional factors, such as the motor’s substrate, associated protein
factors, and subunits adjacent to each other in multimeric complexes, which
take on regulatory roles analogous to those described in small GTPases (Fig-
ure 4.1).

In the light of what I learned of the φ29 DNA packaging motor’s operation
(see chapter 3), in this chapter, I review various mechanisms of regulation
in different motor proteins. I highlight the fact that all these mechanisms
share a general feature: the motor’s function is controlled by stimulation or
repression of its ATPase activity, which is regulated allosterically by differ-
ent factors. I show that regulatory factors can control the motor’s ATPase
activity at two distinct stages of the enzymatic cycle: nucleotide exchange
or ATP hydrolysis. First, I discuss specific cases in which these factors con-
trol nucleotide exchange by preventing or facilitating ADP release. Then, I
describe in detail the functions of two highly conserved elements of ATP hy-
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drolysis activation: the arginine finger and the glutamate switch. I show how
the action of two repressing or two activating elements can combine resulting
in a heavily inhibited or heavily activated motor activity. Throughout this
chapter, I consider the implications of these mechanisms in multimeric ring
motors.

Figure 4.1: Small GTPase-like Regulation. The activity of small-GTPases is regulated
by additional binding factors. Different motor proteins display distinct features of these
regulatory mechanisms. The specific features exhibited by each motor are indicated in
boxes with the same color code as the name of the protein.

4.3 Review

Dissociation Inhibitors and Exchange Factors in Motor
Proteins

Kinesin-1 is an essential protein that transports vesicles and organelles to-
wards the (+) end of microtubules (Hirokawa et al. 2009). For kinesin to
achieve the velocity of ∼900 nm s−1 observed during transport (Verbrugge
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et al. 2009), its ATPase cycle —which includes ADP release and other chem-
ical transitions—must take place at a rate of at least ∼112.5 s−1 (assuming
an 8 nm step size). Interestingly, un-loaded kinesin-1 remains mostly in its
ADP-bound state, displaying ADP release rates of about 0.00048 s−1 (Hack-
ney & Stock 2008), whereas in the presence of its cargo and microtubules,
these rates are increased to ∼300 s−1 (Cross 2004). Kinesin-1 switches be-
tween these heavily repressed and transport-competent states through the
combined action of two regulatory factors that control its nucleotide ex-
change: kinesin-1’s own tail and microtubules. Indeed, in the absence of
cargo, Kinesin-1 remains in the heavily repressed state (Figure 4.2A) by us-
ing its tail domain as a built-in inhibition factor that prevents ADP dissocia-
tion (Figure 1). Deletion of the tail domain is known to activate the ATPase
activity without need of cargo binding, and inhibition is re-established by
the addition of exogenous tail peptide (Coy et al. 1999). The crystal struc-
ture shows that the tail folds and cross-links the motor domains, preventing
the movement of the ATPase domains and, presumably, the allosteric signal
necessary to promote ADP release (Kaan et al. 2011). However, even after
binding to its cargo, kinesin-1 still binds tightly to ADP (ADP release rates
of ∼0.005 s−1, Figure 4.2A, (Cheng et al. 1998). Only in the presence of
microtubules, cargo-bound-kinesin-1 displays ADP release rates competent
for regular transport, indicating that the polymer track functions as an ex-
change factor that facilitates ADP release (Figure 4.2A). Indeed, crystal and
biochemical studies suggest an allosteric path that promotes ADP release
in kinesin-1 after binding to microtubules (Atherton et al. 2014). In par-
ticular, the interaction between kinesin-1 ATPase head and residue E415 in
α-tubulin is thought to produce conformational changes that are propagated
to the nucleotide-binding site to promote the release of ADP (Uchimura et al.
2010).

Kinesin-1 depends on its exchange factor to increase its ATPase activity. In-
stead, in multimeric ring motors, exchange factors are necessary to ensure
timely release of ADP at appropriate times during the motor’s cycle. The
subunits and, in some cases, the subunit’s subdomains, can adopt the ex-
change factor role by promoting ADP release in the neighboring nucleotide
binding pocket (Komoriya et al. 2012, Tafoya et al. 2017, Franzmann et al.
2011). Next, we will briefly describe three ring motors that rely on exchange
factors for their proper operation.

F1-ATPase, a subdomain of ATP-synthase, is formed by three dimers of α
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Figure 4.2: Multiple Mechanisms of Regulation Operate in a Single Motor Pro-
tein.
a) The tail of Kinesin-1 serves as a built-in dissociation inhibitor (left). Tail-inhibition
is released upon cargo-binding (middle). The microtubules play the role of an exchange
factor by accelerating ADP release (right).
b) In F1-ATPase the α-subunits serve the role of the exchange factor. In solution, the
beta subunits do not release ADP (left). In the ring configuration, the β-subunits are
released from the ADP-inhibited by the arginine finger of the α-subunit (middle). The
activity of the ring motor is further enhanced by the presence of the γ-subunit.

and β-subunits (α3β3), and one copy of the γ-subunit, a central protein
that rotates as the motor’s chemical cycle proceeds (Noji et al. 1997). The
catalytic site at the interface of each α-β dimer is formed by the nucleotide
binding pocket of the β-subunit, and several residues contributed by the
non-catalytic α-subunit, including a highly conserved trans-acting arginine
residue, α-R373 (Abrahams et al. 1994) (Figure 4.2B). It was shown that
ATP binding to the non-catalytic α-subunit site is anti-cooperative and pro-
motes the release of ADP from the adjacent β-subunit (Amano et al. 1999).
Interestingly, in motors containing mutants of the highly conserved arginine
finger, α-R373, the β-subunits is known to remain in the ADP-inhibited
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state (Komoriya et al. 2012). Additionally, replacing the arginine finger for
an unnatural amino-acid analog of lysine, Lyk—which has the same length
as the arginine—prevented the β-subunit ADP-inhibited state (Yukawa et al.
2015), indicating that the length of the trans-acting side chain is sufficient
for nucleotide exchange. These observations suggest that the ATP-bound α-
subunit uses its arginine finger to facilitate ADP release from its neighboring
β-subunit (Figure 4.2B).

A surprisingly similar mechanism seems to underlie the φ29 DNA packaging
motor. The φ29 DNA packaging motor is a pentameric ring ATPase that
encapsidates one copy of the viral genome into a pre-formed protein shell.
During motor’s operation, the subunits are known to undergo ADP-ATP
exchange one at a time. ATP binding in one subunit induces the release of
ADP in the neighboring catalytic pocket (Moffitt et al. 2009). ADP release is
the slowest process during nucleotide exchange and, thus, the subunits tend
to stay bound to the nucleotide unless they are induced to release it (Chistol
et al. 2012). The single-molecule experiments that I conducted show that
mutants of the highly conserved arginine finger, R146K, display even slower
ADP release rates, demonstrating that the arginine residue is necessary for
normal ADP release (Tafoya et al. 2017). Based on the published structure
(Mao et al. 2016), the catalytic site and the arginine finger are located at
opposite sides of each subunits but are connected through a direct peptide
linkage (Figure 4.3B). These observations are consistent with a mechanism
in which ATP binding in one subunit triggers an allosteric signal that is
propagated via this linkage to its arginine finger that, in turn, facilitates the
release of ADP in the adjacent catalytic pocket.

The previous examples suggest a conserved allosteric process connecting ATP
binding in one subunit to ADP release in the adjacent binding pocket via
the arginine finger. Although experimental evidence about the details of this
allosteric pathway is still needed, communication between adjacent binding
pockets is also thought to underlie nucleotide exchange in other ring ATPases.
An interesting variation of this mechanism is seen in the dissagregase Hsp104,
a hexameric ring ATPase from yeast that targets protein aggregates to resolve
them (Franzmann et al. 2011). The subunits of Hsp104 contain two binding
domains: NBD1 and NBD2. A mutagenesis study shows that ATP binding to
each protomer, NBD2 or NBD1, increases ATP turnover by almost 10 fold in
the other. ADP release is known to be the rate-limiting step for the hydrolysis
reaction, and thus, the observed increase in ATPase rate is thought to result
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from facilitating ADP release in one binding domain upon binding of ATP
by the other (Franzmann et al. 2011). Although, the allosteric regulation
has been shown to occur in both directions, NBD2 is thought to be the main
engine of Hsp104, whereas, NBD1 is thought to play more of a regulatory
role.

The examples presented above show that nucleotide factors operate in many
motor proteins to regulate their ATPase activity. Mechanisms for nucleotide
exchange often operate in combination with factors that modulate ATP hy-
drolysis rates. In what follows I will review some of these activating factors
and their associated mechanisms to stimulate or suppress ATP hydrolysis.

ATPase Modulation Via the Arginine Finger

Most ASCE proteins reach high steady state ATPase activity only in their
oligomeric form (Wong et al. 1996, Adzuma & Mizuuchi 1991). In con-
trast, as monomers, the subunits bind nucleotide with low affinity and sup-
port low rates of ATPase hydrolysis, preventing futile energy consumption.
The high ATPase activity observed after oligomerization results from cat-
alytic pocket sites at the interface of each pair of adjacent subunits (Wendler
et al. 2012)(Figure 4.3). ATP hydrolysis rates in the catalytic sites are en-
hanced by trans-acting arginine residues that stabilize the transition state
(Figure 4A). In heteromeric ring motors, ATP hydrolysis in the catalytic sub-
units—containing both, the nucleotide binding pocket and catalytic residues
—are activated by the non-catalytic subunits—contributing the arginine
residues (Figure 4.3A). The catalytic and non-catalytic subunits have differ-
ent sequences, and often differ significantly in their tertiary structures. In
homomeric ring motors, ATP hydrolysis in the catalytic sites is activated by
arginine residues provided by identical neighboring subunits (Figure 4.3B).
In each subunit, the nucleotide binding pocket and catalytic residues are
located at the opposite side of the arginine finger. Below I review several
heteromeric and homomeric ring ATPases where subunits take on the role of
activating factors to stimulate ATP hydrolysis in the neighboring catalytic
pocket. We will also discuss allosteric processes that enable sequential sub-
unit stimulation.
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Figure 4.3: Catalytic Pockets in Heteromeric and Homomeric Ring Motors.
a) In heteromeric ring motors, two different proteins form the catalytic pocket: the ATPase
subunit (blue) and an activating protein with no intrinsic ATPase activity (pink). Signals
are transmitted by the activating protein to the adjacent catalytic pocket through allosteric
pathways (grey dashed line).
b) In homomeric ring motors, the catalytic pocket is formed by two identical subunits.
Signals are transmitted to the next catalytic pocket through peptide linkages connecting
the nucleotide-binding site and the arginine finger (grey dashed line).

The Arginine Finger in Heteromeric Rings Motors

The α3β3 ring complex of F1-ATPase exhibits its maximum ATPase activity
in the presence of the γ-subunit (Figure 4.2B), but also displays significant
ATPase activity alone (∼25% of the full F1-ATPase)(Digel et al. 1996). The
α3β3 intrinsic ATPase activity is supported by three catalytic sites formed
at the interface of each α-β dimer (Figure 4.2B). Early biochemical stud-
ies showed that catalytic β-subunits alone do not display significant ATPase
activity and require the presence of the non-catalytic α-subunits to attain de-
tectable enzymatic activity (Dunn & Futai 1980). Moreover, mutants of the
highly conserved arginine finger were shown to decrease the ATPase activity
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by a factor of 103 (Komoriya et al. 2012). Although some of this reduction
derives from larger ADP-inhibition of the β-subunit (see previous section),
single molecule studies have shown that the transition most affected by the
substitution is ATP hydrolysis (Komoriya et al. 2012). These studies, to-
gether with molecular dynamic simulations, show that the α-subunit plays
an activating role by contributing its trans-acting arginine to the catalytic
site (Figure 4.3A and 4A). Interestingly, recent studies based on high-speed
atomic force microscopy show that rotor-less α3β3 complexes exhibit ATP-
induced dynamic conformational changes and binding asymmetry similar to
those observed during the operation of the full F1-ATPase complex (Uchi-
hashi et al. 2011). This observation indicates that the α and β subunits
are fully competent to propagate signals between catalytic sites without the
concourse of the γ subunit (Figure 4.3A). The fact that mutants of the argi-
nine finger abolish multi-site catalysis (Soga et al. 1989), suggested that the
α-subunit, via its arginine finger, plays an important role in transmitting
signals between catalytic sites. Isolated β-subunits are known to undergo
large conformational changes upon nucleotide binding (Yagi et al. 2009) that
closely resemble the open-to-closed conformation transition. In contrast, iso-
lated α-subunits exhibit much more limited conformational changes upon
ligand binding in bulk studies (Shirakihara et al. 1997). However, molecular
dynamic simulations show that the open-to-closed conformational transition
in α-subunits is essentially barrierless (Hahn-Herrera et al. 2016), implying
that the non-catalytic subunit could easily mirror the β-subunit’ s conforma-
tional changes upon induction. Moreover, mutagenesis studies have identified
a set of residues in the vicinity of the arginine finger in the α-subunit that
are necessary for nucleotide binding cooperativity and multisite hydrolysis
but that have no effect on unisite catalysis—the hydrolysis rate when only
one out of the three catalytic sites is occupied with nucleotide (Soga et al.
1989). Based on the crystal structure of the full F1-ATPase complex, this
set of residues is thought to amplify conformational changes occurring in the
arginine finger during the ATP hydrolysis transition state (Weber & Senior
1997). Although more experimental evidence is required, the inherent flex-
ibility of the α-subunit suggests an allosteric path that allows long-range
communication between β-subunit catalytic pockets (Figure 4.3A).

β-subunits of F1-ATPase pair exclusively with α-subunits to form complete
catalytic pockets. By contrast, other ATPase proteins can pair with multiple
activating proteins, a strategy that possibly evolved to regulate the function
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Figure 4.4: Molecular Mechanisms for ATP Hydrolysis Activation.
a) An arginine finger interacts with the β and γ phosphates to stabilize the transition
state during the water nucleophilic attack.
b) The catalytic Glutamate pairs with an Asparagine when the protein is in the inactive
state. The residue is released from the pair by external activating factors to activate ATP
hydrolysis.
NAP= NTPase-Activating Protein.

of the motor by different factors at distinct locations in the cell. TorsinA,
a member of the AAA+ branch of NTPases, related to proteases and Hsp
proteins, illustrates this behavior (Chase et al. 2017). TorsinA is found in
the endoplasmic reticulum and nuclear envelope of higher eukaryotes, and
does not display ATPase activity in isolation. However, ATP hydrolysis by
TorsinA subunits is induced upon association with LAP1 at the nuclear enve-
lope, or with LULL1 at the endoplasmic reticulum. Both activating proteins
lack intrinsic ATPase activity. EM studies show that TorsinA and LAP1 or
LULL1 subunits form alternating hetero-hexameric rings in which the ac-
tivators donate an arginine finger to complete TorsinA’s ATPase active site
(Figure 4.3A) (McCullough & Sundquist 2014). Many questions remain to be
answered about this system, including whether LAP1 and LULL1 can medi-
ate long-range communication between TorsinA subunits in a manner similar
to α-subunits in F1-ATPase. Nonetheless, the ATPase activation observed in
TorsinA raises the possibility that other proteins are also activated by mul-
tiple activating factors, each forming a different heteromeric ring depending
on their location in the cell.
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The Arginine Finger in Homomeric Ring Motors

The mechanism for ATP hydrolysis activation in homomeric ring motors (Fig-
ure 4.3B) has been well characterized in a model ring ATPase, the φ29 DNA
packaging motor. The operation of this motor is known to be segregated in
two phases while the subunits display high degree of coordination (Chistol
et al. 2012); in the first phase all 5 subunits in the ring sequentially exchange
ADP for ATP. Then, saturation of the ring with ATP is a signal that activates
the first hydrolysis event. This event in turn initiates a cascade of hydrol-
ysis by the remaining subunits (Chistol et al. 2012). The single-molecule
experiments that I conducted show that the observed high degree of coordi-
nation results from the ability of the subunits to switch between spontaneous
(‘poor’ ) and stimulated (‘efficient’ ) ATPase activity during the motor’ s op-
eration (Tafoya et al. 2017). Throughout the nucleotide exchange stage, the
subunits display their basal low ATPase activity, allowing all subunits to
bind nucleotide. During the catalytic phase, ATP hydrolysis at the catalytic
sites is activated by the neighboring subunit via the trans-acting arginine
finger, R146 (Figure 4A). According to the recently published crystal struc-
ture of the monomer (Mao et al. 2016), the conserved catalytic Glutamate,
E119, is connected with the putative DNA binding loop which prolongs to
the Arginine finger, R146 (Figure 4.3B). Thus, an allosteric mechanism can
be envisioned for the activation of the first ATP hydrolysis by the last ATP
binding event and for the following sequential ATP hydrolysis; the last ATP
binding event is sensed by residues in the catalytic pocket. These residues
propagate a conformational change that repositions the arginine finger in
the next catalytic pocket to stimulate ATP hydrolysis. ATP hydrolysis in
that subunit induces the repositioning of its arginine finger to stimulate ATP
hydrolysis in the next catalytic pocket. By repetition of this process, ATP
hydrolysis stimulation is propagated sequentially around the ring. Many
ring ATPases are known to display similar sequential coordination of ATP
hydrolysis, such as Rho transcription factor and the chaperonin CCT/TRiC
(Thomsen et al. 2016, Gruber et al. 2017). The mechanism described here
for the φ29 DNA packaging motor possibly underlies the operation of similar
molecular machines.

As seen above, ATP hydrolysis stimulation via the arginine finger is a highly
conserved mechanism employed by many ring ATPases (Figure 4A). Addi-
tionally, the ATPase activities of most ring motors are repressed or further
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stimulated upon binding other elements, such as the motor’s substrate or
additional protein factors. In the next section, we will describe a possible
mechanism underlying the operation of these activating/repressing factors.

ATPase Modulation via the ‘Glutamate-switch’ Mech-
anism

In multimeric ring motors, ATPase activation and repression upon binding
additional elements—such as the motor’s substrate or additional protein fac-
tors—has been widely reported (Davies et al. 2014, Besprozvannaya et al.
2013, Roy et al. 2012). While these additional elements are often thought as
ligands that regulate the motors’ activities, the molecular mechanism that
couples ligand binding to the change in protein’s ATPase activity is still not
well understood.

A comparative structural study of multiple motor proteins belonging to the
AAA+ superfamily of the ASCE division (Zhang & Wigley 2008), provides
important insights into this ligand-mediated regulation. This study includes
the structural maps of 50 different proteins (including F1-ATPase, PspF,
ORC1, HslU, RFC and SV40 among others) found in different states, such as
ADP-bound, ATP-bound, and in the presence or absence of their regulatory
ligand. In the absence of the regulatory ligand, the catalytic Glutamate side
chain was seen to be well positioned to interact with the missing γ phosphate
in the ADP-bound state, but systematically rotated away from this position
by approximately 100◦ in the ATP bound state. In the rotated configuration,
the Glutamate forms a hydrogen bond with another residue located in the
vicinity, typically an Asparagine (Figure 4B). The systematic formation of
the Glutamate-Asparagine (E-N) pair suggests an explanation for the weak
ATPase activity exhibited by many proteins in the absence of their regula-
tory ligand: the state of the protein corresponds to the orientation of the
catalytic Glutamate. In other words, the protein is inactive when the E-N
pair is formed and active when the Glutamate is released from it. This study
also shows that, in most cases, there is a direct peptide linkage between the
E-N pair and the regulatory ligand-binding region. This linkage suggests an
allosteric mechanism that couples the binding event to changes in the cat-
alytic Glutamate’s orientation. In the proposed mechanism, the regulatory
ligand binding induces the release of the catalytic Glutamate from the E-N
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pair to stimulate—or promotes the formation of the E-N pair to repress—the
protein’s ATPase activity (Figure 4B). Additional structural maps of proteins
in the presence of their regulatory ligands are still required. However, mu-
tagenesis studies show that the substitution of the Asparagine required to
form the E-N pair renders the protein irresponsive to the presence of the
regulatory ligand (Joly et al. 2008). Although further experimental evidence
is needed, the Glutamate-switch model suggests a compelling mechanism for
the activation and repression of the motors’ ATPase activities by additional
binding factors. In the following section, we will consider the implications of
this activating/repressing mechanism in multimeric ring motors.

Asymmetric ATPase Activity in Ring Motors

In multimeric ring motors, the individual subunits must coordinate their op-
eration to perform a single biological task (Abbondanzieri & Zhuang 2009).
However, during motor’ s operation, the subunits might not bind simultane-
ously, all at once, to the substrate or associated factors. Thus, only those
subunits that bind to the motor’ s regulatory ligand will be stimulated or
repressed, resulting in symmetry breaking of the ATPase activity around
the ring complex. Moreover, as the motor’s cycle proceeds, the subunits-
regulatory ligand interactions change, and the ATPase activity of the indi-
vidual subunits are expected to change accordingly. Here, we discuss two ring
motors that display asymmetric ATPase activity: the φ29 DNA packaging
motor and the protease ClpXP.

The φ29 DNA packaging motor is known to translocate 10 bp of DNA per
cycle in a burst of 4 power strokes, each 2.5 bp in size, interspersed by dwell
times of about 80 ms on average at saturating [ATP] (Moffitt et al. 2009).
Because the φ29 packaging motor is a homo-pentamer, the 4 power strokes
reveal a crucial symmetry breaking in its operation: only 4 out of the 5
subunits perform DNA translocation. It has been proposed that the remain-
ing subunit performs a regulatory function in the ring. In fact, temporary
inactivation of the fifth subunit with ATPγS results in greatly lengthened
dwell times (Moffitt et al. 2009) followed by 10 base pair burst, suggesting
that proper turnover of ATP by the fifth subunit is necessary to initiate the
translocation cascade by the other four subunits in a timely manner. Be-
cause the motor is known to contact two DNA phosphates every 10 bp, it
was proposed that the observed functional difference between otherwise iden-
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tical subunits results from the periodic contact of the fifth subunit with the
motor’ s substrate (Liu et al. 2014b). The single-molecule experiments that I
conducted combined targeted mutagenesis and cryo-EM reconstruction, and
provided further insights into the mechanism that enables division of labor
among identical subunits (Tafoya et al. 2017). In my study, a substitution
that abolishes the subunit’s ATPase activity is shown to be tolerated in the
ring only if it inactivates the regulatory subunit. Such mutant motors also
display greatly lengthened dwell times separated by exactly 10 bp bursts.
From these experiments, it was possible to extract the spontaneous ATP
hydrolysis rates of the translocating subunits and that of the regulatory sub-
unit. The data showed that the regulatory subunit has a 3-fold increase in
ATP hydrolysis rate relative to its translocating counterparts. The asymmet-
ric cryo-EM reconstruction shows that, indeed, only one of the five subunits
establishes extensive contacts with the DNA prior to translocation. These
observations are consistent with a mechanism in which the periodic DNA con-
tact enhances the regulatory subunits’ ATP hydrolysis rates. In agreement
with this interpretation, previous bulk measurements have shown that DNA
stimulates the subunits’ ATPase activities in solution (Todd et al. 2012).
Moreover, the pseudo-atomic structure of the motor’s subunit (Mao et al.
2016) shows that the putative DNA binding loop is adjacent to the catalytic
Glutamate, E119, which provides a direct peptide linkage that connects DNA
contact to the stimulation of the subunit’ s ATPase activity. As discussed
in the previous section, in the φ29 DNA packaging motor, the first ATP hy-
drolysis (by the regulatory subunit) takes place quickly after saturation of
the ring with ATP. Thus, the data suggest that the DNA-bound regulatory
subunit is primed to be further activated by the last ATP binding event.
Moreover, the different hydrolysis rates suggest that other rates could be
different in the subunit contacting the DNA. In particular, it has been spec-
ulated that ADP release takes place much faster at the regulatory subunit
than in any other subunit to initiate nucleotide exchange, again activated
by the binding of that subunit to the regulatory ligand. Thus, functional
symmetry breaking between the subunits of the φ29 DNA packaging motor,
provide a mechanism by which one of the subunits triggers, in turn, first the
beginning of the nucleotide exchange and then the beginning of the hydrolysis
cascade.

Similar mechanisms possibly operate in the hexameric protease ClpX. ClpX
recognizes ssrA-tagged proteins, unfolds them, and feeds the polypeptide
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through its central pore into the proteolytic chamber, ClpP, for degradation
(Baker & Sauer 2012). The ATPase activities of ClpX subunits are known to
be highly asymmetrical and consist of two classes defined by the orientation
between the proteins’ subdomains: ATP-unloadable (U) and ATP-loadable
(L) (Olivares et al. 2016). Among the loadable type, some sites release ATP
rapidly, whereas others release ATP slowly. The mechanism that produces
such asymmetry is not well understood. However, the ATPase activities of
ClpX subunits are known to be repressed in the presence of the proteolytic
chamber, ClpP, and stimulated by ssrA-tagged substrates (Baker & Sauer
2012). Two types of ClpX lumenal loops are important for this ATPase reg-
ulation (Martin et al. 2008). The first type, known as pore-1 or GYVG loops,
are located in the middle of the pore and propel substrates forward along the
ring channel through hydrophobic interactions. Pore-1 loops are known to
influence the subunits’ ATP-hydrolysis rates, although the mechanism of AT-
Pase modulation is not yet clear. The second type, known as pore-2 loops,
are heavily populated with charged residues and are located at the interface
between the ring ATPase and the proteolytic chamber, ClpP. Pore-2 loops
extend directly from the Walker B motif, which harbors the catalytic Glu-
tamate, E185, involved in ATP hydrolysis (Glynn et al. 2009), and thus, are
thought to translate motor’ s interactions into enhancement or suppression
of ATP hydrolysis by controlling the configuration of the glutamate residue
at the catalytic site. Indeed, pore-2 loops are known to be necessary for the
repression of the ATPase activity by ClpP (Joshi et al. 2004). Furthermore,
pore-1 and pore-2 loops form a helical inner surface running parallel to each
other Glynn et al. (2009), and thus, it is conceivable that the motor’s sub-
strate serves as an allosteric platform that supports communication between
the two types of loops. Given the chemical and conformational heterogeneity
of the unfolded polypeptide chain, it is possible that the asymmetric ATPase
activity observed in ClpX stems from the highly irregular and continuously
changing substrate-subunit interactions.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

As shown throughout this chapter, different motors have adopted distinct al-
losteric processes to regulate distinct stages of their enzymatic cycle, specifi-
cally nucleotide exchange and ATP hydrolysis. This regulation takes place ei-
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ther through selective interactions with activators, repressors, and nucleotide
exchange factors or, as observed in ring ATPases, through interactions with
adjacent partners. Such regulatory interactions recall the control of activity
seen in small GTPases. The mechanisms reviewed above employ highly con-
served structural elements and, thus, likely underlie the operation of many
other motor proteins. It is fascinating to verify how, through discrete inter-
molecular interactions a global, deterministic, machine-like behavior emerges
from purely stochastic molecular events.
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Chapter 5

Optimal protocols for
non-equilibrium processes in
biology

5.1 Summary

Macromolecular complexes that transform chemical energy into mechan-
ical work dissipate energy as they perform their biological function.

Thus, their energetic efficiency is determined by the underlying non-
equilibrium processes that they conduct. Non-equilibrium theory is underde-
veloped, but recent work has approximated the excess work of processes out
of equilibrium. This theory offers minimum dissipation protocols that max-
imize energetic efficiency based on equilibrium behavior. In this chapter, I
test the predictions of this theory with folding/unfolding experiments of DNA
hairpins. I find that the theoretically predicted minimum-dissipation proto-
cols indeed require significantly less work than naive ones across a wide span
of driving velocities. These experiments validate a simple method to predict
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minimum-dissipation protocols, promising insights into biological design and
experimental practice.

5.2 Background

A fundamental problem in modern thermodynamics is how a motor protein
performs mechanical work, while operating away from thermal equilibrium
without excessive energy dissipation. Recently developed theoretical frame-
works have enable the derivation of a generalized friction tensor that predict
minimum-dissipation protocols (Sivak & Crooks 2012). Experiments in sil-
ico have shown that the friction coefficient of the driving protocols is sharply
peaked at the interface between metastable regions, which leads to minimum-
dissipation protocols that drive rapidly within a metastable basin, but then
linger longest at the interface, giving thermal fluctuations maximal time to
kick the system over the barrier (Sivak & Crooks 2016). Thus, the theory
provides a design principle for the construction of thermodynamically effi-
cient protocols. However, experimental tests of these predictions were still
missing.

In this chapter, I present the first test of these theoretical predictions using
the mechanical unfolding and refolding of single DNA hairpins. This system
is ideally suited for this test, as their sequence can be varied to tune the
separation, free energy difference, free energy barrier, and transition rates
between folded and unfolded states (Woodside et al. 2006). The experi-
ments confirm the predictions of the theory: my colleagues and I showed
that it is possible to design unfolding and refolding protocols that minimize
the amount of energy dissipated during the extension/relaxation cycle. In
these minimum-dissipation protocols, molecules are seen to unfold and refold
earlier—and hence, closer to equilibrium—than in the naive equivalents. We
showed that the difference in energy dissipated between minimum-dissipation
and naive protocols and the breakdown of the approximate theory, change
with the protocol duration according to the theory.
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Theory

Near equilibrium, the power dissipated by a system taken from an initial to
a final state according to a protocol Λ is determined by a generalized friction
coefficient ζ (Sivak & Crooks 2012):

〈Pex(t)〉Λ ≈ ζ(λ)λ̇2. (5.1)

ζ can be computed from the time integral of the force autocorrelation function
〈δf(0) δf(t)〉λ, which can be decomposed into the force variance 〈δf 2〉λ and
force relaxation time τrelax(λ) ≡

∫∞
0
〈δf(0) δf(t)〉λdt/〈δf 2〉λ:

ζ(λ) ≡ β

∫ ∞
0

〈δf(0) δf(t)〉λdt (5.2a)

= β〈δf 2〉λτrelax(λ) , (5.2b)

where f(t) is the force at time t. It can be shown (Sivak & Crooks 2012)
that minimum-dissipation driving protocols (for both forward and reverse
protocols) proceed with a velocity λ̇MD ∝ ζ(λ)−1/2, proportional to the in-
verse square root of the friction coefficient ζ. The proportionality is fixed by
the time taken to perform the protocol, so changing the protocol time cor-
responds to a global rescaling of all velocities. In this approximation, excess
work scales inversely with protocol time, Wex ∝ τ−1.

5.3 Experimental Results

Equilibrium sampling

We first monitored the force fluctuations at various fixed extensions of the
optical trap. This equilibrium sampling (Figure 5.1a) gives results expected
for a bistable system: far from the hopping regime, for very short or very
long extension (Figure 5.1b), the force fluctuates around a single mean value
(left and right panels). For intermediate extension (Figure 5.1b), the force
fluctuates between two different values, corresponding to the open and closed
DNA hairpin conformations (middel panel). We calculated the force auto-
correlation function 〈δF (0)δF (t)〉 (Figure 5.1c); as expected, in the hopping
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regime the force variance is larger and fluctuations decay slower. More quan-
titatively, from this autocorrelation function we calculated the force variance
(Figure 5.2d) and the force relaxation time (Figure 5.2e), for each fixed trap
position. The force variance peaks at an intermediate extension, which cor-
responds to the trap extension at which the hairpin splits roughly equal time
between folded and unfolded states (henceforth denoted X1/2). Likewise, the
force relaxation time peaks at the same X1/2 intermediate extension. This
maximum reflects the fact that the hairpin must relax across the barrier
which separates folded and unfolded states in order to equilibrate. The fric-
tion coefficient (Figure 5.2f), which has been shown to be the product of the
those two terms (see section Theory in this chapter), also peaks at X1/2.

The theory indicates that the minimum-dissipation velocity scales as the
inverse square root of the friction coefficient (see section Theory in this

Figure 5.1: Equilibrium sampling reveals the friction coefficient peaks strongly
at the hopping regime.
a) Sample force traces as function of time, for folded hairpin (left, green), hopping hairpin
(middle, orange), and unfolded hairpin (right, purple).
b) Distributions of equilibrium force distributions for corresponding optical trap extensions
(same color code as in a).
c) Force correlation as a function of time (same color code as in a).
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Figure 5.2: Equilibrium sampling reveals the friction coefficient peaks strongly
at the hopping regime.
a) The friction coefficient ζ(X) (bottom) as a function of fixed optical trap extension
beyond the extension X1/2, and its factors: the force relaxation time τrelax(X) (middle)

and the force variance 〈δf2〉X (top). b) The minimum-dissipation velocity dX/dt ∝ ζ−1/2

(red points) with best fit of model that minimizes Akaike information criterion (red curve),
compared to naive velocity (blue line). This sample protocol duration is 1 second.
c) Minimum-dissipation (red) and naive (blue) protocols as function of protocol time t/τ .

chapter). Thus, we sought to determine an approximation of the minimum-
dissipation velocity as a function of distance to X1/2 that can be easily imple-
mented experimentally in the optical trap instrument. To this end, we fitted a
simple piecewise constant acceleration protocol (Figure 5.2g). The resulting
minimum-dissipation protocols differ substantially from naive ones, which
correspond to constant velocity protocols completing in the same elapsed
time (Figure 5.2h). In particular, minimun-dissipation protocols proceed
more rapidly than a constant-velocity protocol when the hairpin only pop-
ulates either the folded or unfolded states, and more slowly in the hopping
regime. Intuitively, a slow velocity around X1/2 provides more time for ther-
mal fluctuations to induce the opening or closing of the DNA hairpin without
requiring additional work input, and thus, is expected to decrease the amount
of work required to drive the DNA hairpin to either conformation (Sivak &
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Crooks 2016).

Nonequilibrium protocols

We next proceeded to determine the force-extension curves from minimum-
dissipation and naive protocols with durations of 4, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125
s. The force extension curves display significant differences depending on
which protocol type was implemented during the unfolding and refolding of
the DNA hairpin (Figure 5.3a and b).

Figure 5.3: Minimum-dissipation protocols consistently unfold at lower force
and refold at higher force.
(a,b) Sample force-extension curves from a sample molecule for protocol time τ = 1/8
second, highlighting the unfolding/folding event (black dots) and the corresponding forces
(dashed lines). (a) The minimum-dissipation protocol typically unfolds at a lower force
than the corresponding naive protocol. (b) The minimum-dissipation protocol typically
folds at a higher force than the corresponding naive protocol.
(c-e) Distributions of differences between naive and minimum-dissipation forces for un-
folding (purple) and folding (green) protocols, with means and standard errors (solid and
dashed lines, respectively).

As expected theoretically, when unfolding was performed using the minimum-
dissipation protocols, the DNA hairpin unfolded, on average, at lower forces
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than when the same process was performed using the naive protocols (Fig-
ure 5.3a). Similarly, the DNA hairpin refolded, on average, at higher force
in experiments using the minimum-dissipation protocols than when using
the naive ones (Figure 5.3b). Taken together, unfolding and refolding tra-
jectories, the results indicate a lower hysteresis associated to the minimum-
dissipation protocols (Figure 5.4a and b).

To quantify this results, we compared the force at which the DNA hairpin un-
folds/refolds using the minimum-dissipation protocols versus the naive ones
in multiple realizations and for many molecules. These results are quantified
in Figure 5.3c, d and e, where the distribution of unfolding force differences
fu

naive− fu
opt has an average above zero and the distribution of refolding force

differences f f
naive−f f

opt has an average below zero. As the protocols speed up,
the system is driven farther away from equilibrium, and thus, is expected
to display higher hysteresis. Consistently, the absolute mean value of the
force difference distributions increase as the protocols speed up (from top to
bottom), indicating that minimum-dissipation protocols have less hysteresis
associated to them than the naive ones.

Figure 5.4: Hysteresis in force-extension curves for minimum-dissipation and
naive protocols.
(a,b) Example force-extension curves showing, shaded in blue (a) and red (b), the cycle
work from the sum of works to unfold and fold for naive (a) and minimum-dissipation (b)
protocols.

In agreement with those observations, during an unfolding/folding cycle,
the minimum-dissipation cycle work (hysteresis) is significantly less than the
naive cycle work (Figure 5.4a and b). The cycle work means and variances
increase as the protocols speed up (top to bottom), indicating higher hys-
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teresis. The difference between the work cycle using the naive and minimum-
dissipation (Figure 5.5f, g and h) shows that as protocol time decreases (and
hence driving velocity increases), both minimum-dissipation and naive pro-
tocol ensembles get further from equilibrium. Moreover, as driving veloc-
ity increases, the difference increases between the mean works required for
minimum-dissipation and for naive protocols.

Figure 5.5: Minimum-dissipation protocols consistently require less work than
corresponding naive protocols, and produce less cycle hysteresis.
(c-e) Excess work per protocol interval, for naive (blue) and MD (red) protocols.
(f-h) Distributions of cycle works WUnfold + WFold, for naive (blue) and minimum-
dissipation (red) protocols, for protocols ranging from slow (top) to fast (bottom), with
means and standard errors (solid and dashed lines, respectively).
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5.4 Discussion

Equilibrium sampling of force fluctuations in DNA hairpins confirms that
these molecules display the dynamics of a two-state system: they remain
folded for a short optical trap extension, unfolded for a long extension, and
hopping in between the two states at an intermediate extension (Figure 5.1a,
and b). According to linear response theory, these equilibrium fluctuations
imply energetic costs due to the fast driving of the system between the two
states. In other words, the force fluctuations measured at equilibrium (var-
ious fixed positions of the traps) lead to a prediction in near-equilibrium
conditions: the greatest non-equilibrium cost accumulates as the system is
driven across the hopping regime. We confirmed these predictions with non-
equilibrium experiments by rapidly unfolding and refolding DNA hairpins
(Figure 5.5c, d and e). Therefore, we conclude that linear response theory
determines a driving schedule (which we have implemented with different
velocities) that minimizes the work required for a fixed-time protocol based
on equilibrium fluctuations, and predicts accurately that the excess work
in minimum-dissipation protocols scales linearly for different fixed protocol
times.

In our experiments, we explored driving protocols whose average velocity vary
by a factor of 32. In all cases, the presumed minimum-dissipation protocols
are indeed more energetically efficient than the naive ones that proceed at
a constant pulling speed (Figure 5.5f, g and h). Thus, this near-equilibrium
theory gives meaningful and quantitative guidance to the dynamical out-of-
equilibrium thermodynamics of biomolecular systems. These results have
immediate applications in the streamlining of single-molecule experiments:
the more dissipation in a given single-molecule protocol, the more repetitions
needed for a given precision of free-energy difference inference (Gore et al.
2003). Thus initial sampling of equilibrium fluctuations could be used to
craft nonequilibrium protocols that dissipate significantly less energy, and
hence achieve significantly greater precision.

The agreement of theory and experiment suggest obvious follow-ups in more
complex contexts. For example, ATP synthase is known to be remarkably
efficient at stall forces; one could estimate the minimum-dissipation protocol
to drive rotation of F1 at 100 Hz (ATP synthase natural rate) and measure
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Figure 5.6: a) Scaling with protocol time of cycle works for naive (red) and minimum-
dissipation (blue) protocols with empirical power-law fits (dashed lines), compared to
theoretical near-equilibrium predictions (solid lines).
b) Scaling with protocol time of cycle work ratio 〈WU

naive +WF
naive〉/〈WU

MD +WF
MD〉, com-

pared to theoretical near-equilibrium prediction with no free parameters (brown dashed
line).

the minimal excess work (and the savings compared with naive driving). In
this sense, the excess work required by the minimum-dissipation protocol at
a given speed provides a scale for judging the non-equilibrium performance of
molecular machines that must turnover on that timescale. However, molec-
ular machines do not implement deterministic driving protocols, and thus,
further extensions of this theory are already quantifying the costs associated
with a stochastic protocol/ensemble of protocols (Large & Sivak 2017). In
the long run, insights from this framework promise to guide the design of
synthetic machines.

5.5 Methods

Basic optical trap setup

High-resolution force-extension measurements were conducted on a dual-
trap instrument using a solid-state 1064-nm laser, as described previously.
Moffitt et al. (2009) Traps were calibrated as previously described. Chis-
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tol et al. (2012). DNA tethers were formed between a 0.90-µm-diameter
streptavidin-coated bead and a 1-µm-diameter anti-digoxigenine-coated bead
(Spherotech) held in separate optical traps (see Chapter A). An oxygen scav-
enging system (100 µg ml−1 glucose oxidase, 5 mg ml−1 dextrose (Sigma-
Aldrich) and 20 µg ml−1 catalase, Calbiochem) was included in the buffer
to prevent the formation of reactive singlet oxygen. Including an oxygen
scavenging system increased the lifetime of DNA tethers (see Chapter A).

DNA molecules

Hairpin DNA sequences were selected to display hopping dynamics such
that determining X1/2 was accessible experimentally—very fast hopping dy-
namics were difficult to distinguish from noise, and very slow dynamics re-
quired long periods of data acquisition and laser exposure prior to pulling
experiments. Minimizing laser exposure avoids molecule photo-damage. All
data in Supplementary Material is from sequence 1:GAGTCCTGGATCCT-
GTTTTTTTTCAGGATCCAGGACTC, was previously characterized and
exhibited appropriate hopping dynamics (t1/2 ≈ 0.24 s Woodside et al. (2006)).
All data in the main text is from sequence 2: TACCTGATCAGGTGC
TTTTTTTTGCACCTGATCAGGTA, resulting from modifying sequence 1
to increase high GC-content at the loop neck. This change in sequence is
expected to facilitate nucleation of the native conformation and to avoid
molecule mis-folding Li et al. (2007).

Equilibrium sampling

Each molecule is initially probed to find X1/2: the distance between the traps
is increased gradually until the residence time at open and closed conforma-
tions is ∼ 50%.The global shift in reported extension is due to variation in
XXX. For each molecule, each extension is sampled for 30 seconds, in order
from smallest (X1/2 − 50 nm) to largest extension (X1/2 + 50 nm), at 10 nm
spacing far from X1/2 and 5 nm spacing near X1/2 to more precisely resolve
the friction variation at the hopping regime. Changes in extension are in-
structed to be performed instantaneously but are limited by the response of
the mirror controlling the steering trap (∼ 2 ms). Equilibrium force fluc-
tuations at each of several fixed extensions were measured independently in
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each of 20 different molecules. From these fluctuations the generalized fric-
tion coefficient was estimated using (5.2a). At each extension, we jackknife
resampled from the set of 20 friction estimates to calculate the mean gener-
alized friction and standard error Wasserman (2004).

We fit several piecewise-constant-acceleration profiles of protocol velocity to
the minimum-dissipation one dλ

dt MD
∝ [ζ(λ)]−1/2 predicted from the empiri-

cally determined generalized friction ζ(λ). Each model velocity profile has
constant velocity (zero acceleration) far away from X1/2 and in the immedi-
ate vicinity of X1/2. Constant-acceleration regions interpolate between these
constant-velocity regions. The model parameters are the region boundaries
and the constant velocities. Different model velocity profiles impose different
symmetries, such as inversion symmetry about X1/2, thus reducing the num-
ber of free parameters. We used the velocity profile (Fig. 5.1) that minimized
the Akaike Information Criterion Akaike (1998).

Naive and minimum-dissipation protocols

We estimate the work for a given trajectory by numerically integrating the
raw force-extension curve of each non-equilibrium protocol. We require that
the contribution to the total work from the (unknown) free energy difference
between the initial and final states (at λ = X1/2 ± 50nm) is zero. The
cycle work (hysteresis) WCycle = WFw + WRev = Wex,Fw + Wex,Rev sums
the forward and reverse realizations of a protocol. The work difference
WDiff = WNaive − WMD = Wex,Naive − Wex,MD subtracts the work during a
minimum-dissipation protocol from the work during a naive protocol for ei-
ther the forward or reverse direction. We investigate 6 different protocol
times, ranging from 1/8 second to 4 seconds. For each protocol time, we
calculate the work along ∼ 1200 individual realizations, ∼ 300 of each of
the 4 protocol types: minimum-dissipation/naive forward/reverse. To the-
oretically predict the average excess work at a given protocol time, we nu-
merically evaluate Equation (5.2b) using the empirically determined friction
coefficients and the applied minimum-dissipation or naive protocols. To es-
timate the unfolding (refolding) force in a given force-extension curve, we
first smooth the force trace using a second-order Savitsky-Golay filter with
window width ∼ 0.4ms. We report the unfolding (refolding) force as the
maximum (minimum) force before the final unfolding (refolding) event takes
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place. We control for intermolecular variation by analyzing the difference be-
tween unfolding/refolding forces along naive and minimum-dissipation pro-
tocols, instead of raw unfolding/refolding forces.
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Appendix A

DNA packaging motor
protocols

In this chapter, we describe protocols for the single-molecule DNA packaging
assay with the φ29 motor, which includes bulk activity assessment, mi-

crofluidic chamber construction, sample preparation, instrument operation,
data acquisition, and data analysis. It is worth noting that the protocols
for the φ29 system have been adapted to study other viral packaging motors
and ring ATPases, yielding many interesting features of motor dynamics and
providing a broad panorama of the diversity of operation of these important
cellular machines [9].

A.1 Bulk DNA Packaging Assay

The in vitro DNA packaging activity of the motor is evaluated by measuring
the amount of packaged DNA inside the phage capsid that is resistant to
DNase digestion [10].

Materials:

1. Viral components: φ29 proheads and ATPase gp16 (store in small
aliquots at -80◦C), φ29 genomic DNA with terminal gp3 protein (DNA-
gp3, store at 4◦C). Purified as described in [10]. See Note1.
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2. 0.025-µm membrane filter (Millipore).

3. 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.8).

4. 0.5× TMS buffer: 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 50 mM NaCl, and 5 mM
MgCl2.

5. 100 mM ATP. Store at -20◦C.

6. DNase I (Calbiochem).

7. 0.5 M EDTA.

8. Proteinase K (New England Biolabs).

Methods:

1. DNA-gp3, isolated from phage-infected B. Subtilis cells or purified
phages, is dialyzed on a 0.025-µm membrane filter against 10 mM Tris-
HCl (pH 7.8) for 45 min.

2. φ29 proheads (1 × 1011 copies) are mixed with DNA-gp3 (5 × 1010

copies) and gp16 [(1.2 − 1.5)×1012 copies] in 0.5 × TMS buffer in a
total volume of 18 µL. The mixture is incubated for 5 min at room
temperature.

3. Add 2 µL of 5 mM ATP and incubate the mixture for 15 min at room
temperature.

4. Unpackaged DNA is digested by adding DNase I to 1 µg/mL. Incubate
for 10 min at room temperature.

5. To deactivate DNase I and release the packaged DNA from viral cap-
sids, the mixture is treated with 25 mM EDTA (final concentration)
and 500 µg/mL Proteinase K (final concentration) for 30 min at 65 C.

6. DNA packaging efficiency is evaluated by running a 1% agarose gel.
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A.2 DNA Preparation for Single-Molecule Pack-

aging Assay

The φ29 genomic DNA is 19.3-kbp in length, with one copy of the terminal
protein gp3 covalently bound to each 5’ terminus. To systematically investi-
gate the effect of capsid filling level on the motor’s packaging behavior, we
use DNA substrates of various lengths in the single-molecule packaging assay
(Table A.1) [8].

Materials:

1. DNA-gp3 (see above).

2. 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.8).

3. Selected restriction enzyme ClaI, XbaI, BstEII, or NcoI with its respec-
tive 10× buffer (New England Biolabs).

4. Klenow fragment exo- (New England Biolabs).

5. Biotinylated deoxyribonucleotides (Invitrogen).

6. T4 DNA ligase and 10× T4 ligase buffer (New England Biolabs).

7. 100 mM ATP (Roche)

8. PCR thermocycler.

Methods:

1. After dialysis in 10 mM Tris-HCl, DNA-gp3 is digested with one se-
lected restriction enzyme (Table A.1). Use 1 unit of enzyme to digest
1 µg of DNA-gp3 for 1 h. Choose the optimal buffer and temperature
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

2. The 5’ overhang from the restriction cut is filled in with biotinylated
nucleotides using the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I (exo- mu-
tant). Use 1 unit of Klenow fragment and 100 pmol of nucleotides for
every 1 µg of DNA-gp3. Set the reaction at 37◦C for 30 min, then 75◦C
for 15 min to deactivate the enzyme.
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3. Dialyze the solution on a 0.025-µm membrane filter against 10 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 7.8) for 45 min. Store the DNA substrate at 4◦C. See
Note3.

4. To generate DNA substrates longer than the φ29 genome length, a
biotinylated DNA piece is ligated to the enzyme-digested DNA-gp3.
For example, to create a 21-kbp DNA substrate, first generate a 6-kbp
DNA piece that is PCR amplified from lambda DNA using a biotiny-
lated primer and cut with NcoI; then ligate it to NcoI-cut DNA-gp3.
Use 5 molar excess of 6-kbp DNA to DNA-gp3. Use New England
Biolabs’ standard T4 DNA ligase protocol.

5. After the ligation reaction, dialyze the mixture in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH
7.8) for 45 min. Store the product at 4◦C.

Capsid filling level DNA length Restriction enzyme used Remaining overhang
32 6147 ClaI 5’ CG
46 8929 XbaI 5’ CTAG
65 12,466 BstEII 5’ GTCAC
78 15,023 NcoI 5’ CATG

Table A.1: Summary of the different DNA lengths used in the single-molecule packaging
experiments

A.3 Bead Preparation

In the single-molecule experiment, a prohead-ATPase-DNA complex is teth-
ered between two beads held in two laser traps (Fig. 1a). The viral capsid
is attached to a bead coated with antibodies against the major capsid pro-
tein gp8. The biotinylated distal end of the DNA substrate is attached to a
streptavidin-coated bead.

Materials:

1. 1× phosphate buffered saline (PBS buffer).
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2. 0.5× TMS buffer (see above).

3. Polystyrene beads stock solution: 1% (w/v) 0.88-µm Protein G-coated
beads, 1% (w/v) 0.90-µm streptavidin-coated beads (Spherotech). Store
at 4◦C.

4. Vortexer.

5. Rotator.

6. Anti-phage antibodies stock solution (1 mg/mL) (produced by the Jar-
dine and Grimes Lab, University of Minnesota). Store in 20 µL aliquots
at -80◦C.

Methods:

Preparing Antibody-Coated Beads:

1. Pipette 40 µL of 1% (w/v) 0.88-µm Protein G-coated beads in a 1.5-mL
microcentrifuge tube.

2. Add 1× PBS buffer to a total volume of 200 µL.

3. Resuspend the beads by vortexing the solution on high speed for 30 s.
Spin the beads down at 10, 000×g for 2 min in a benchtop centrifuge.

4. Remove the supernatant.

5. Repeat steps 2-4 twice.

6. Resuspend the pellet in 30 µL of 1× PBS buffer.

7. Add 20 µL of anti-phage antibodies (1 mg/mL; purified from rabbit
antisera prepared against φ29 proheads). Gently tumble the mixture
for 4 h in a tube rotator at room temperature.

8. Wash the beads by repeating steps 2-4 three times.

9. Resuspend the beads in 60 µL of 1× PBS buffer. Store at 4◦C.
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Preparing Streptavidin-Coated Beads:

1. Pipette 30 µL of 1% (w/v) 0.90-µm streptavidin-coated beads in a
1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube.

2. Add 0.5× TMS buffer to a total volume of 200 µL.

3. Resuspend the beads by vortexing the solution on high speed for 30 s.
Spin the beads down at 10, 000×g for 2 min in a benchtop centrifuge.

4. Remove the supernatant.

5. Repeat steps 2-4 twice.

6. Resuspend the pellet in 60 µL of 0.5× TMS buffer. Store at 4◦C.

A.4 Microfluidic Chamber Construction

The design of the microfluidic chamber is shown in Fig. A.1.

Materials:

1. Cover glass (VWR, size #1, 24× 60 mm).

2. Nescofilm (Karlan).

3. Laser cutter (Universal Laser Systems).

4. Glass dispenser tube (King Precision Glass, 0.1-mm diameter).

5. Heat block (100◦C).

6. PE20 polyethylene tubing (BD Intramedic).

Methods:

1. Drill six holes on a cover glass using a laser cutter.

2. Make a three-channel pattern on a piece of Nescofilm using a laser
cutter.
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Figure A.1: Microfluidic chamber design. The solutions flow from left to right

3. Lay the patterned Nescofilm on a second cover glass. Use two glass
dispenser tubes to connect the channels. Then put the drilled cover
glass on top of the Necsofilm.

4. Put the chamber on a 100◦C heat block for 30 s. Gently press the
chamber to seal the two cover glasses. Inspect for any air bubbles.

5. Mount the chamber onto a metal frame. Assemble the inlet/outlet
tubings. Then place the chamber between the two objectives of the
optical tweezers instrument.

6. Wash the channels with 1 mL of water and then 1 mL of 0.5× TMS
buffer before each experiment.

A.5 Single-Molecule Packaging Assay

DNA packaging is initiated in a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube by feeding
DNA substrates to reconstituted prohead/ATPase complexes in the pres-
ence of ATP. Packaging is then stalled by adding the non-hydrolyzable ana-
log ATPγS. The stalled packaging complexes are delivered to the microfluidic
chamber and restarted in an ATP-containing solution. See Note4.

Materials:

1. 10× TMS buffer: 500 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 1 M NaCl, and 100 mM
MgCl2.
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2. BSA (20 mg/mL) (New England Biolabs).

3. RNaseOUT (40 units/µL) (Invitrogen).

4. 100 mM ATP (Roche)

5. 100 mM ATPγS (Roche).

6. Oxygen-scavenging system: 100 µg/mL glucose oxidase, 20 µg/mL
catalase, and 5 mg/mL dextrose (Sigma-Aldrich).

7. ApaLI (10 units/µL) (New England Biolabs).

8. 1-mL syringes (BD).

9. Needles (BD PrecisionGlide, 26 G×1⁄2 in.).

10. High-resolution dual-trap optical tweezers. See Note2.

Methods:

Bead Passivation

1. Add 2 µL of stock streptavidin-coated or antibody-coated beads and 1
µL of 20 mg/mL BSA to 20 µL of 0.5× TMS buffer.

2. Vortex at high speed for 45 min at room temperature. Then put the
beads on ice.

3. Unused passivated beads are stored at 4◦C. Vortex again before using
them the next day.

Assembling Stalled Packaging Complexes

1. Add in order: 4.5 µL of H2O, 1 µL of 10× TMS buffer, 0.5 µL of
RNaseOUT, 2 µL of biotinylated DNA-gp3 (2.5 × 1010 copies), and 4
µL of proheads (1× 1011 copies). Mix gently.

2. Add 4 µL of gp16 (2.5×1012 copies). Mix gently. Incubate the mixture
for 5 min at room temperature.
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3. Packaging is initiated by adding 2 µL of 5 mM ATP. Mix well and
incubate for 30 s.

4. Packaging is stalled by adding 2 µL of 5 mM ATPγS. Mix well.

5. The stalled complexes are stored on ice and must be used within the
same day. See Note5.

Making Solutions for the Three Channels of the Microfluidic Cham-
ber

1. Top channel solution. 4 µL of passivated streptavidin-coated beads are
diluted in 1 mL of 0.5× TMS buffer.

2. Middle channel solution. 1 mL of 0.5× TMS buffer supplemented with
the oxygen scavenger system (to prevent the formation of reactive sin-
glet oxygen that would damage the tether) and ATP. A typical satu-
rating ATP concentration is 500 µM.

3. Bottom channel solution. Mix in order: 10 µL of 0.5× TMS buffer, 2
µL of 5 mM ATP, 2 µL of 5 mM ATPγS, 0.5 µL of RNaseOUT, 0.5 µL
of ApaLI, 4 µL of passivated antibody-coated beads, and 1 µL of stalled
complexes. Incubate for 20 min at room temperature. Then dilute the
mixture in 1 mL of 0.5× TMS buffer containing 100 µM ATP and 100
µM ATPγS. See Note6.

Forming Tethers and Recording Packaging Trajectories

1. Transfer the solutions above from 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes to 1-
mL syringes. Connect the syringes to the inlet tubings of the microflu-
idic chamber via 26 G×1⁄2 needles.

2. Push 50 µL of the top channel solution into the top channel. Streptavidin-
coated beads are delivered to Position I of the middle channel through
the dispenser tube (Fig. A.1). Catch a single bead in Trap A (Fig. 1a,
left).

3. Push 50 µL of the bottom channel solution into the bottom channel.
Antibody-coated beads, which are conjugated to stalled complexes, are
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delivered to Position II of the middle channel through the dispenser
tube. Catch a single bead in Trap B (Fig. 1a, right).

4. Bring Trap A and Trap B close to each other, while quickly moving
them to Position III (within 10 s). See Note7.

5. Move the two traps apart. If the force reading increases as the traps
are being separated, it is an indication that a tether has formed. See
Note8.

6. Start recording the positions of the two beads and the trap separation
at 2.5-kHz bandwidth. See Note9.

7. The packaging experiment is typically conducted in a semi-passive
mode, in which the distance between the two optical traps is adjusted
periodically so that the force applied to the motor is kept within a
small range (e.g., 7-12 pN). See Note10.

A.6 Data Analysis
Materials:

1. Custom LabView software.

2. Custom MATLAB software.

Methods:

1. Trap stiffness and detector response are calibrated by fitting a modified
Lorentzian to the fluctuation power spectrum of a trapped bead [11,
12].

2. The optical force F is determined by F = κd, where κ is the trap
stiffness, and d is the displacement of the bead from the trap center
achieved by back focal plane interferometry at the position-sensitive
photodetectors.

3. The extension of the tether is calculated by subtracting the bead dis-
placements and the bead radii from the trap separation.
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4. The DNA tether’s contour length is calculated from the measured
force and tether extension using the worm-like chain model of double-
stranded DNA elasticity [13], using a persistence length of 53 nm and
a stretch modulus of 1200 pN. Length in nm is then converted to base
pairs (bp) using an average B-form DNA rise of 0.34 nm/bp.

5. Raw 2.5-kHz data are filtered to 100-250 Hz for further analysis. A
modified Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC) algorithm is used to find
steps in the packaging traces (Fig. 3). See Notes11 and 12.

A.7 Notes

1. φ29-like phages have a unique and essential RNA component, known
as the prohead RNA (pRNA), in their packaging motor complexes.
Some experiments involve the usage of truncated or mutated versions
of pRNA. In these cases, purified proheads are first treated with RNase
to remove the wild-type pRNA. These RNA-free proheads are then
incubated with fresh pRNA molecules prior to use.

2. The single-molecule packaging experiments are conducted on a home-
built high-resolution dual-trap optical tweezers instrument. Detailed
information on the concept, design, and use of this instrument can be
found in [14].

3. Despite the fact that two biotinylated DNA-gp3 species are generated
by this procedure, it was shown that the left end of the φ29 genome is
preferentially packaged into the prohead (pRNA likely plays a key role
in such selection) [15]. Therefore, it is not necessary to separate these
two species before mixing them with the proheads in a single-molecule
packaging experiment.

4. Packaging can also be initiated in situ without prepackaging and stalling
in the tube [6, 16]. In this case, the biotinylated DNA is bound to
a streptavidin-coated bead, and the prohead/ATPase complex is at-
tached to an antibody-coated bead. Packaging is then initiated by
bringing the two beads into close contact in the presence of ATP. This
procedure allows for the detection of very early stages of packaging.
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5. The quality of the stalled complexes is essential for the outcome of
the single-molecule packaging experiment. Once prepared, the stalled
complexes can be used for the entire day. However, we notice that the
efficiency of forming active tethers slowly drops with time, perhaps due
to residual packaging and/or disassembly of the stalled complexes in
the tube. Thus it is advised to prepare a fresh stalled complex sample
every 4-5 h.

6. The ApaLI cutting site is located near the left end of the φ29 genome
(214 bp from the left terminus). DNA is protected from ApaLI cleavage
if packaging is properly initiated. Therefore we add ApaLI to the mix-
ture in order to avoid tethering with inactive prohead/ATPase/DNA
complexes that did not initiate packaging.

7. Recording of DNA packaging activity is performed at Position III, away
from the dispenser tubes opposite to the direction of flow. This is to
avoid accidentally capturing additional beads into the traps during data
collection. This region also has reduced buffer turbulence, which helps
lower data noise.

8. The likelihood of forming a tether is dependent on the density of stalled
complexes on the bead. Too high a density causes multiple tethers
between the bead pair, whereas too low a density makes experiments
time-consuming. We empirically adjust the ratio of bead concentration
to stalled complex concentration, such that on average one tether forms
every three to four bead pairs. Under this condition most tethers are
single tethers, which is desired.

9. During data recording, we sample the voltages proportional to the po-
sition of the light centroid in x and y directions at the two position-
sensitive photodetectors, and the voltage proportional to the total
amount of light at each detector. We also record the voltages pro-
portional to the horizontal and vertical angle of the piezo mirror that
controls the position of the steerable trap. These eight voltage signals
are acquired at a rate of 500 kHz, or 62.5 kHz per channel. They are
then averaged to 2.5-kHz bandwidth before saving.

10. After the packaging process has completed, the tether is intentionally
broken by applying a high force (∼30 pN). Two additional calibra-
tion files are collected with the same bead pair. First, the positions
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of the two beads are recorded at 62.5 kHz to determine their fluctu-
ation power spectra. Second, the two beads (untethered) are slowly
brought together and the voltage signal as a function of trap separa-
tion is recorded. Residual force calculated from this baseline signal is
subtracted from the force measured during packaging to correct for the
interference pattern between the two traps.

11. The SIC algorithm is an iterative procedure that fits a series of steps
to the data and assesses the fit quality for every round of fitting. In
the original algorithm [17], the quality of the fit is determined via the
formula: SIC(j1, . . . , jk) = (k + 2)log(n) + nlog

(
σ̂2
j1,...,jk

)
, where n is

the number of data points, k is the number of steps, and σ̂2
j1,...,jk

is the
maximum likelihood estimator of variance when k steps are fitted to the
data. We find that the original SIC algorithm over-fits experimental
data containing colored noise (Fig. 3). We therefore introduce an
additional penalty factor (PF): SIC(j1, . . . , jk) = PF (k + 2)log(n) +
nlog

(
σ̂2
j1,...,jk

)
[7]. Optimal stepwise fits can usually be achieved using

PF values of 3-5. Steps assigned by this method are validated using a
residence time histogram analysis (Fig. 3).

12. Optimal resolution of an optical tweezers measurement is achieved
when the DNA tether length is less than 2 kbp, since longer tethers
are intrinsically noisier. Thus, in order to probe the stepping behavior
of the motor at different capsid filling levels, DNA substrates of various
lengths are used (Table 1).
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